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Abstract
The accuracy of forecasts using time series models on economic data, such as stock price
indexes, has recently received a great attention. The Box-Jenkins (Autoregressive
Integrated Moving Average) “ARIMA” models have been the most widely used models
for forecasting. These models give good forecasts for future observations but they are
unfortunately, not so accurate for many ones. This is because the forecasts converge to
the mean of the series after three or four forecast values. Recent studies suggest that
artificial neural networks (ANN) can be a promising alternative to the traditional method,
ARIMA, in forecasting especially in the case of nonlinear data and for forecasting many
future forecast values.
In this study the forecasting capabilities of Artificial Neural Networks and traditional
ARIMA models are compared. The comparison has been conducted using economic and
financial data through studying the efficiency of ARIMA and ANN models for modeling
and forecasting the daily data of Al-Quds Index for 3 years. The results was that the ANN
provides forecasts so close to the actual ones when the logarithmic transformation of the
original time series is used. However, the first difference for the log transformation of the
original data was required in ARIMA, but the results were not satisfactory.
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κΨϠϣ
ϡΎѧϤΘϫϻ ΰϛήΗ ΚϴΣ ˬΪΟήϴΒϛϞϜθΑ ΔϳΩΎμΘϗϻΕήϴϐΘϤϟΎΑΆΒϨΘϟ ΔϴϤϫ ΓήϴΧϷΔϧϭϵϲϓΕΩΩί
έΎόγϷΔϴγΎϴϘϟϡΎϗέϷ ΔϠδϠγϞΜϣˬΔϴϨϣΰϟϞγϼδϟ ϰϠϋΩΎϤΘϋΔϳΩΎμΘϗϻΕΆΒϨΘϟ ϲϓ ΔϗΪϟ ϰϠϋ
ϞѧϣΎϜΘϤϟϲΗάѧϟέΪѧΤϧϻ ΝΫΎѧϤϧ ˬΰѧϨϴϜϨϴΟβϛϮѧΑΝΫΎѧϤϧΖѧϴψΣΪѧϘϟϭΔѧϴϨϣίΕήΘϔϟϢϬγϷ
ϞγϼδϟΎΑ ΆΒϨΘϟ ϲϓήΒϛϷϡΎϤΘϫϻΎΑ ARIMA ΝΫΎϤϧέΎμΘΧΎΑΔϓϭήόϤϟϭ ΔϛήΤΘϤϟΕΎτγϮΘϤϠϟ
ϩάѧϫϥπѧΘϳϪѧϧϻ·ˬΔϴϠΒϘΘδѧϣΕήѧΘϓϲѧϓΔϠδѧϠδϟϢϴѧϘϟΕΆѧΒϨΗΝΫΎѧϤϨϟϩάѧϫϲѧτόΗΚѧϴΣˬΔϴϨϣΰϟ
ϭΙϼѧΛΪѧόΑΔѧϴϨϣΰϟΔϠδϠδϟςγϮΘϣϰϟ·ΏέΎϘΘΗϭΔϠϳϮσΔϴϨϣίΕήΘϔϟΔϴϓΎϜϟΔϗΪϟΎΑΖδϴϟΕΆΒϨΘϟ
ϢϴϘϠϟΕΆΒϨΗϊΑέ
ANN ΝΫΎѧϤϨΑ˱έΎμѧΘΧΔѧϓήόϤϟ ΔϴϋΎϨτѧλϻΔϴΒμѧόϟ ΕΎϜΒθϟ ϥ ϰϟ·ΔΜϳΪΤϟΙΎΤΑϷήϴθΗϭ
ΔѧλΎΧϭ ˬΆѧΒϨΘϟ ϲѧϓΰѧϨϜϨΟβϛϮΑ ΝΫΎϤϧϡΪΨΘγΎΑΔϳΪϴϠϘΘϟΔϘϳήτϟϦϣϞπϓ ϼϳΪΑ ϥϮϜΗϥ ϦϜϤϳ
.ΔѧѧѧϠϳϮσΔѧѧѧϴϨϣίΕήѧѧѧΘϔϟΔϠδѧѧѧϠδϟϢϴѧѧѧϘΑΆѧѧѧΒϨΘϟϑΪѧѧѧϬΑϭˬΔѧѧѧϴτΨϟήѧѧѧϴϏ ΕΎѧѧѧϧΎϴΒϟ ΔѧѧѧϟΎΣ ϲѧѧѧϓ
ΔϴΒμѧόϟΕΎϜΒθѧϟϦѧϣϞѧϛϕήѧσϡΪΨΘѧγΎΑΆѧΒϨΘϟ ΕέΪѧϗ ϦϴѧΑΔѧϧέΎϘϣ ΖѧϳήΟΔѧγέΪϟ ϩάѧϫ ϲѧϓϭ
ΝΫΎѧϤϨϟΓ˯Ύѧϔϛ ΔѧγέΩ ϝϼѧΧϦѧϣ ϚѧϟΫϢѧΗϭ ˬΔѧϳΪϴϠϘΘϟΎѧϤϳέΰѧϜϨϴΟβϛϮѧΑΝΫΎѧϤϧϭ ΔϴϋΎϨτѧλϻ
ΔϴϣϮϴϟ ΕΎϧΎϴΒϟϡΪΨΘγΎΑ ϚϟΫϭˬΓΩΪόΘϣΔϴϨϣίΕήΘϔϟαΪϘϟήηΆϣ ΔϤϴϘΑ ΆΒϨΘϟϰϠϋΎϬΗέΪϗϭΔϘΑΎδϟ
(ANN ΝΫΎѧϤϧϡΪΨΘѧγΎΑΕΆѧΒϨΘϟ ϥ ΕΎѧϧέΎϘϤϟϩάѧϫΞΎΘϧΖϨϴΑΪϗϭˬΕϮϨγ 3 άϨϣ αΪϘϟ ήηΆϤϟ
ΝΫΎѧϤϧΐѧϠτΘΗΎѧϤϨϴΑ ˬ ΔѧϴϨϣΰϟΔϠδѧϠδϟϢΘϳέΎѧϏϮϟ ϡΪΨΘѧγϢΘѧϳΎϣΪѧϨϋ ΔѧϴϠόϔϟ ϢϴѧϘϟϰѧϟ·˱ΪѧΟΔѧΒϳήϗ
ΕΎѧѧϧΎϴΒϠϟΔѧ ϴϤΘϳέΎϏϮϠϟ Δѧ ϠϳϮΤΘϟ˯ήѧѧΟ·ΪѧѧόΑϚѧѧϟΫϭϰѧ ϟϭϷΔѧѧΟέΪϟϦѧѧϣϕϭήѧѧϔϟΏΎδѧѧΣ(ARIMA
ΔΑϮϠτϤϟΕΆΒϨΘϟ ϰϠϋϝϮμΤϠϟΔϴοήϣ ϦϜΗϢϟΓήϴΧϷΝΫΎϤϨϟϡΪΨΘγΎΑΞΎΘϨϟϦϜϟ ˬΔϴϠλϷ
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Chapter 1

INTRODUCTION
1.1– Rationale:
Forecasting future events based on the basis of historical and present data, captured
people's attention and specialists dramatically. Several techniques have been developed to
address this problem and predict the future behavior of a particular series of events.
Forecasting is one of the main statistical tools used by the makers of economic strategy.
Since processes in economic strategy are composed of complex operations, such as
inflation, stock market returns or stock indices, they are usually difficult to predict in a
timely manner. One source of difficulty is the complex interactions between factors
affecting the market and the unknown random processes such as unexpected news or
unpredicted changes in influencing factors. (Clement and Hendry, 2002)
Well-known and widely used models are based on linear probabilistic models using the
autoregressive (AR), the moving average (MA), the autoregressive moving average
(ARMA), and the integrated ARMA models for time series. The parameters of these
models are usually estimated by the method of least squares or maximum likelihood
estimation method.
The use of these models is very common because the processes are easy to understand,
and the results are easy to interpret. However, ordinary least squares methodology is
inefficient to use with complex or nonlinear models . It requires imposing, strict
assumptions on the model specifications during the estimation of the parameters, to
achieve meaningful results. (Box and Jenkins (1994)).
Recent studies have shown that many economic relations are usually non-linear in either
parameters or even nonstationary. Nonlinear least squares methods seems to be the most



commonly used in order to obtain the parameters in the non-linear models. However it is
very difficult to draw a standard formula for the parameters in these models.
The researcher found that there are other techniques that can be applied to such cases and
may overcome the problems of non-linearity and nonstationarity. These techniques
include Artificial Neural Networks (ANN) methods. This technique has been used in
forecasting in many fields and especially in the field of economics. The use of ANN in
this domain increased because of their ability to form a complex non-linear systems
based on sample data. Applications of ANN received a great attention in recent years in
many fields because of their enormous storage capacity and capabilities of learning and
prediction. In particular ANN has been applied in economic forecasting to predict stock
markets indicators in line with economic growth in various countries in the past few years
(Trippi and Turban (1996)). The results of the the use of ANN in forecasting helps
investors to hedge against the risk of potential markets, and creates new opportunities for
profit, as well as to take appropriate decisions in a timely manner and to avoid loss in
many cases.

1.2– The data :
Data used in this study is a time series which represent the daily scores of Al-Quds index
of the Stock Exchange of Palestine. The number of observations is 760, representing the
period from the first of August 2007 until the end of August 2010. The data are published
in the Palestine Stock Exchange. Where the is market working five days in a week
addition to the presence of many national and religious holidays where the market closes.



1.2.1– Palestine Market Stock Exchange:
The Palestine Stock Exchange (PSE) has been found as a special contribution company,
in 1995, then turned into a public shareholding company in 2007. The goal of
establishing this market is to expand the channels of domestic investment and attract
foreign capital to be pumped into the national projects, through the market order and to
ensure the safety of dealing in securities. To achieve its objectives, the PSE market
provides trading systems, control, settlement and transfer of ownership of securities, to
ensure speed and accuracy in completing the sale and purchase deals.
Moreover, the PSE market helps investors by , awareness, education and provision of
sufficient information for them to make investment decisions based on sound scientific
data, through the different activities and events carried out by the PSE market. The PSE
market is subject to governmental control through the supervision and control of the
Palestinian capital market.

1.2.2– Al-Quds Index:
Al-Quds Index is the main indicator used in the market which gives a general idea about
the direction of changes in stock prices in the market. It is a measure that helps the
investor to recognize the pulse of the market and determine the direction of supply and
demand, and the overall level of rise and decline in the prices of companies traded in the
PSE market. Al-Quds index is calculated using the following formula:
Al  Quds index 

sum  number of shares subscribed  the trading price  100
sum  number of shares subscribed  primary Price per share 



1.3– Research problem:
One of the problems of forecasting lies in the use of appropriate methods to fit the time
series depending on the nature of data. It is well known that , most economic and
financial data are either non-linear or nonstationary , which is a problem when using the
traditional statistical methods , such as regression analysis, the exponential smoothing,
linear prediction, and

method of Box-Jenkins (ARIMA) models. The results of

prediction using these methods are inaccurate and do not give an appropriate picture of
what could be the future events Therefore, it was necessary to look for other methods
which are more appropriate and produce more accurate forecasts when the data is nonlinear or nonstationary . In this study we will apply the method of artificial neural
networks (ANN) as modern method of forecasting technique and see how it could be
used as an alternative method to traditional methods . This technique showed in some
studies in the last years that it can used efficiently in prediction in many subjects  In
the present study we are going to perform some comparisons among ANN and ARIMA
methods .

1.4– Research objective:
The aim of this study is to evaluate the performance of

Autoregressive Integrated

Moving Average (ARIMA) models, and Artificial Neural Networks (ANN) forecasting
techniques in forecasting of stock prices in Palestine using Al-Quds Index data. To
achieve this goal we perform the following steps:
1. Finding the best ARIMA model .
2. Finding the most suitable ANN model.
3. Comparing the two methods in based on Forecast Akaike Information Criterion,
(AIC), the Bayesian Information Criterion, (BIC), and (RMSE).



4. Give the relevant recommendations based on the results of the comparison that we
obtained above.

1.5 – Research Methodology :
In this study we are going to apply two different methods to predict future values for the
same time series of the daily values of Al-Quds Index in Palestine Stock Exchange
market and then we will make the comparison between the results of the two methods in
order to determine which is better to use in similar situations. Methods used are:


Artificial Neural Network (ANN) Forecasting Techniques for time series. The goal
is to predict future values from the time series. For this we will use MATLAB
software to generate the best neural networks to predict and get the best results.



Autoregressive Integrated Moving Average Models (ARIMA) for modeling and
analysis of time series : To forecast future values in time series, we will use the R
software to find the best ARIMA model to fit the time series and get the best possible
forecasts.

1.6– Literature review:
In this section we discuss briefly some previous studies which conducted comparison
between the use of traditional methods and neural networks in time series forecasting in
several applications, particularly in economic data.
Results achieved by, Kuan and White (1994), indicated the possibility of using neural
networks in economic variables and discussed the usability of traditional models and
emphasized

the

similarities

between

the

two

methods.

A study carried out by, Maaoumi, E. et.al (1994), applied on a group of 14 different time
series in macroeconomics, found that the models and projections performed better using



the

ANN

method.

Kohzadi et.al. (1995), compared ANN and ARIMA, in forecasting of Egypt's cereal
future and found out that approximate error of neural network model is between% 18
and% 40. They also showed that these values were lower than the values obtained using
ARIMA models.
Swanson and White (1997), used neural networks approach in forecasting
macroeconomic variables. They compared different linear and non-linear models by
using a large sample size data. They found that the performance of multivariate linear
models are marginally better than other univariate models.
Hansen, et.al. (1999), found that neural networks which were determined by genetic
algorithms outperform ARIMA forecasting models in six of the different time series
originally published by Box and Jenkins (1970) and more recently by McDonald and Xu
(1994) .
The developments in ARIMA model improved forecasting performance over standard
ordinary least squares estimation by 8% to13%. In contrast, neural networks achieve
dramatic improvements of 10% to 40%.
Tkacz and Hu (1999), examined whether artificial neural networks can be used in
modeling the increase in production based on monetary and
financial variables. The results indicate that ANN forecasting performances were better
than those of the linear models.
Tkacz (2001), attempted to forecast the GDP of the Canadian economy using monetary
and financial variables. In his study, the author compared time series models (ARIMA
and exponential smoothing) and linear models on the one hand and artificial neural
network models on the other hand. The results indicated that the error values of ANN



model was less than those of the other models, especially in long run of GDP forecasting.
In other words, the prediction using ANN model performs better in the long run.
Zhang (2003), used hybrid approach which is the combination of ARIMA and ANN
models. The results obtained were very encouraging with this approach.
Junoh (2004), forecasted the GDP of Malaysian economy by using information based on
economic indicators. In this study, the author compared ANN and econometric
approaches and showed that ANN had better results in GDP forecasting.
Mohammadi, et.al; (2005), conducted a study by applying different methods for
forecasting spring inflow to the Amir Kabir reservoir in the Karaj river watershed . Three
different methods, artificial neural network , ARIMA time series and regression analysis
between some hydroclimatological data and inflow, were used to forecast the spring
inflow. The performances of the models were compared and the (ANN) model was
found to model the flows better. Thus, (ANN) proved to be an effective tool for reservoir
inflow forecasting in the Amir Kabir reservoir using snowmelt equivalent data.
Rutka (2008) , conducted a study to forecast the network traffic using ARIMA and
Neural Networks Models. Traffic data is taken from the website http://freestats.com/.
This data was collected for one year. Another set of data trace is collected using website
access statistics of the local area network users access to the site www.fotoblog.lv. The
auther concluded that ARIMA models are easier to use for training and forecasting, but
the prediction results showed that they are not very accurate. In contrary, the ANN
models are more complex in training and simulation but they give much better results
compared with ARIMA models.
As we have seen through the above literature review, there are many
studies conducted comparison between ANN and other traditional methods, especially
ARIMA in terms of their performances.



1.6–

Organization

of

research:

In the next chapter (Chapter 2) we will discuss in details Neural Networks modeling
techniques. We will discuss basic theory underlying the construction of Neural Networks
architecture. We will also show how to approximate the system with backpropagation
techniques.
In chapter 3, we will discuss some traditional methods of forecasting time series, and
focus on the use of Box-Jenkins (ARIMA) models.
Chapter 4 is divided into three parts:


First part descriptive of the data.



Second part choose the best forecast based on ARIMA .



Third part choose the best forecast based on ANN .

In Chapter 5 presents some conclusions, recommendations, and suggest some prospective
topics for further research.



Chapter 2

Artificial Neural Networks
2.1- Introduction :
The most important features of the human brain is the ability to learn from the past,
according to a complex system of sending and receiving electrical pulses between
neurons. This fact has prompted many researchers and led to the establishment of the
cognitive sciences, known as artificial intelligence and building the network, known as
Artificial Neural Network (ANN), which mimic the properties of brain neurons, and is
not a biological fact. Unlike the brain implement in the (ANN) separate operations, which
are possible in light of the high-capacity electronic computers to perform complex
operations quickly.

2.2- Historical Overview of NN :
McCulloch (1943) and Pitis developed, the first computing machines that mimic the
biological nervous system, and can perform the functions of the logic of learning as
shown in fig (2.1).
The consequence of this network is a set of logic functions that were used to transfer
information from one nerve cell to another. This led ultimately to the development of a
binary model possibility. According to this model, the unit can be nerve swhich either on
or off depending on whether the function is activated or not . It determine the threshold to
activate the system. If the input is greater than the threshold in neurons are activated and
given the value 1 and 0 otherwise.



Fig(2.1) artificial neuron of McCuUoch and Pitts.

The first law of learning put by Hebb (1949) is based on simultaneous combinations of
neurons capable of strengthening the connection between them. By the well-known
advanced models that have been developed for the learning process model " perceptron "
, Rosenblatt (1962, 1959) developed a single feedforward network. The output obtained
from this single layer is the weighted sum of different inputs.
A major development in neural networks was by Cowan(1967), where the introduction
of new functions such as activation of the smooth sigmoid function, etc., which have the
capacity to deal with nonlinear functions more effectively than the perceptron model as in
fig (2.2) .

Fig(2.2) Nonlinear model of neuron.



Werbos (1974) presented a new style of learning that is backpropagation. However, few
reports published on this method at the time where estimation errors back to the hidden
layer. The backpropagation method has been used successfully in many applications such
as playing table, and handwriting recognition, filtration processes, control system,
economic forecasting and financial, etc ... (Kabundu,(2002)).

2.3- Nural Networks Models:
2.3.1- Feed-Forward Neural Network:
Simple design of neural networks allows only unidirectional forward connections among
neurons. That is why it is called feed-forward neural network, or Perceptron.

Fig(2.3) A Perceptron.

The simplest type of feed-forward neural networks, consists of only one layer of p nerve
cells associated with a group of n input terminals as in Figure (2.3). It is a common
convention and is not part of a group of input terminals in the count of the network
layers. This is because it does not play any active role in information processing. The
number p of outputs is the same as the number of neural units.
In a feed-forward neural networks each output oi is an explicit function of input vector



X = [x1, x2,... ,Xn]T, which can be calculated after the propagating of input values through
the network as in equation (2.1).


y i = f ( a i ) = f 


n


k=0

w



ik

x k 

i = 1 ,. . .. ,p

( 2 . l)



where ai indicates the net input to neuron i and wik is the weight connecting the i-th
output yi with the k-th input value xk , being xk  [0,1], k = 1,..., n , and yi  [0,1], i =
1,...,p . Considering a virtual input parameter x0 permanently set to +1 , the threshold
value wi0 of the activation function of neuron i has been inserted into the sum in eq. 2.1.
Perceptron has received a major blow at the end of the 60's when Minsky and Papert
(1969) published the famous book (Perceptrons), and demonstrated that the Perceptron
can not implement the logic operation (XOR), although the solution to this problem was
simple, but it took a quarter of a century to find the multi-layer Perceptron. (Rumelhart,
Hinton and Williams, (1986)).

2.3.2- Multilayer Feedforward Neural Networks:
Networks that contain more than one layer of artificial neurons, which allows only
unidirectional forward connections of inputs and outputs, are called multi-Layer
Perceptrons (MLP) or multi-layered Feedforward Neural Networks. A (MLP) consists of
a set of input terminals, an output neural layer, and a number of layers of hidden neural
units between the input terminals and the output layer as in figure (2.4) . (Berthold and
Hand (2002)).



Fig. 2.4. Architectural graph of multilayer perceptron with two hidden layers.
In multi-layer feedforward information are transmitted from input layer to output layer. It
does not allow any internal reactions of the information. As in the case in the human
brain, signals go in one direction. Feedforward networks are guaranteed to reach stability.
(Kermanshahi, et.al; 2002).
Feedforward neural networks, with two-layers as in figure (2.5.a) use step activation
functions and can implement any Boolean function provided that the number of hidden
neurons H is sufficiently large. (Mc Culloch and Pitis; (1943)).

Fig. 2.5. a) A two-layer feedforward neural network can implement any Boolean
function. b) A two-layer network that can solve the XOR problem (reproduced from,
Hertz and Palmer, (1991) ).



Suppose that we are dealing with a fully connected multilayer Perceptron with L layers,
l = 0 , 1 , . . . , L, with l = 0 denoting the set of input terminals, and l = L the output
layer. Each layer l has n(l) neurons. The output value yi of each unit i in layer l can still be
calculated by means of formula 2.1, where inputs xk to unit i correspond to outputs ok in
layer l - 1. Thus formula (2.1) becomes as follows :


y i = f i (a i )= f i 



n ( l- 1 )


k=0

w



ik

ok 

i = 1 , .. . ., n ( l )




(2 .2 )

where ai represents the net input to unit i , fi( ) is activation function and n(l-1) is the
number of units in layer l — l . If layers l-1 and l are only partially connected , the sum
in eq. (2.2) has to be changed to cover only the units k in layer l – 1 that feed unit i in
layer l.
If we have a two-layer feedforward neural network (L = 2) with only one output unit yi (p
= 1) with linear activation function f(a) =a , the architecture function from the input to the
output can be written as
n (1)

 y output layer
(2.3)
y i  w ik o k  i
k 0
o k hidden layer
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  w ik f k (v Tk x v k 0 ) w io (2.5)
k 1

where v Tk  represents the vector of weight connections from the input vector x in layer



l = 0 to unit k in the hidden layer l = 1, and Wik is the weight connection between unit k
in the hidden layer l = 1 and output unit i in the output layer l = 2. Formula (2.5) looks
similar to a general nonlinear regression mapping. The main difference is that in neural
networks usually hidden neurons refer to the same activation function fk( ) = f( ) for all k,
but in nonlinear regression techniques different functions fk( ) can be used for different k.
(Berthold and Hand, (2002)).
In fact, multi-layered Perceptrons can be considered as a special case of non-linear
regression techniques. ( Hwang, Martin and Schimert. (1994); Bishop; (1995)).
In economics and finance is not all relations are always direct. Hidden layers grab the
indirect relations between input and output variables and represented by all the variables
in the argument that the units are not known. Due to lack of information about the
variables represented in the hidden layers, ANN is called by most researchers a "Black
Box". The number of hidden layers and units in each hidden layer depends on the ability
of network to approximate more complex functions. Most networks with complex
structures do not perform necessarily better. These networks are more sensitive to noise,
which in turn obstructs the learning process. Although more hidden units in the system
normally result in better forecast, more hidden units may lead to over-fitting on sample
data. Limit the number of

hidden layers is based on trial and error. (Kamruzzaman,

Begg, and Sarker;(2006).
2.3.3- Recurrent Neural Networks:
Most of economic and financialrelationships need treatments of dynamic relations .
Variables are mostly time dependent, that is, output of the current cases are related to
outputs in past periods. Feedforward NN can take in mind of dynamics by including
lagged values of input and output variables in the input layer. This is, however, not a
common approach. Instead, the Recurrent Neural Network (RNN) is a neural network



that auto and backward connections are allowed. Very simple recurrent design is shown
in figure (2.6) with only one layer of neural units fully cross and autoconnected and no
backward connections.

Fig. 2.6. The simple recurrent network

A more successful approach to the analysis of time series by using neural networks relies
on Recurrent Neural Networks (RNN). (Berthold and Hand, (2002)).
There are two types of ( RNN) . Jordan (JRNN), and Elman (ERNN) networks, are
illustrated respectively in figure 2.7 (a) and (b). The JRNN, built by Jordan (1989) , as
indicated consists of output variables, which feed back into the hidden layer with a time
delay. The output of the previous periods becomes input in the current period.
hence, the current period output contains also the history of past outputs, which in turn
contain past values of inputs. (Kabundu,(2002)).



Fig (2.7)(a)

Fig (2.7)(b)
Elman constructed the (ERNN) in 1988 . ERNN allows the neurons to depend not only
on the input variables x, but also on which feed back from their own lagged values such a
way that the hidden layer output feeds back into itself with a time delay before sending
signals to the output layer . Thus the Elman network builds “memory” in the evolution of



the neurons. This type of network is similar to the commonly used moving average (MA)
process in time-series analysis.( McNelis, P.D. (2005)).
Despite the existence of many difficulties , the application of RNN proven to be
successful in time series forecasting as a result of the internal feedback process. Horne
and Giles(1995) has expounding that RNN sometimes outperforms Feed forward NN. It
has been successful in pattern recognition, computational neuroscience, statistical
physics, control theory, image analysis, distributed processing, medical diagnosis,
classification, etc…

2.4- Activation Function in ANN:
The use of activation functions is necessary in the Artificial Neural Networks.
Importance of activation functions lies in that ,the information is sent to next neurons if
it has been activated only. In NN models transmit information from the input layer to
output layer after the passage of activity a certain threshold. After this threshold, a further
increase in input has negligible additional effect. Hence, there is a nonlinear relationship
between input units and output units.

2.4.1- Types of Activation Functions:
An activation function is defined by f(z) and defines the output of a neuron in terms of its
input. There are three types of activation functions:

1. Threshold function an example of which is
1if z  0
  z  
(2.6)
0if z  0 



The activation function, f depends on a threshold á0. The output function is turned
on when f(z) > á0, otherwise it is not activated. This activation function is known
as the Heaviside or unit step function as shown in figure(2.8.a).
2. The piecewise linear function is given by:
1if z 0.5


  z  z if    z  0.5 (2.7)
0if z  0.5



This function again can take on the values of 0 or 1, but can also take on values
between that depending on the amplification factor in a certain region of linear
operation as shown in figure(2.8.b).
3. Sigmoid function :
The sigmoidal activation function is the commonly used . The fact that it is
differentiable function is of particular importance in the training of neural
networks it is include :


Logistic function whose domain is [0,1].

 (z ) 

1
(2.8)
1  exp(az )

where a is a slope parameter. Note that the values of the activation functions
range from 0 to 1, as shown in figure (2.8.c).


 (z ) 

The hyperbolic tangent function whose domain is [-1,1].

sinh(z ) e z  e  z

(2.9)
cosh(z ) e z  e  z

This activation function has the advantage of having the output interval, [-1,1], thus,
it can be used in Artificial Neural Networks that need to approximate functions that
can take on negative values (e.g. stock index differences) as shown in figure(2.8.d).



f(z)

z

Fig. (2.8. a) Heaviside function

f(z)

Fig. (2.8. b) The piecewise linear function

f(z)

z
Fig. (2.8. c) the sigmoidal function



Fig. (2.8. d) hyperbolic function

The Heaviside transfer function and the sigmoid transfer function, are bound to range
between 0 and 1. The difference between them is that the logistic function turns on
gradually when activated. When the logistic function approaches 0, the function is almost
insensitive to impulse received from input layer, meaning output is inactivated.
Poor estimate of the parameters occurs when the function is wrongly selected, Therefore,
the builders of Artificial Neural Networks are interested the shape function , as specified
by the magnitude of the functional parameters.
Parameters of the Artificial Neural Networks can be estimated by using the methods of
learning algorithms. The result of these learning algorithms depends on whether or not
the transfer function is differentiable. The popular common nonlinear functions used are
the tangent hyperbolic function and the sigmoid function. If the network contains hidden
layers the sigmoid function is preferred to the binary one, since binary renders a model
difficult to train. In such a case, the error obtained during the training process (which
serves in the estimation of parameters) is constant, hence the gradient does not exist or
equals zero, and thus the learning process is impossible when some learning algorithms,
such as backpropagation are used . By using the sigmoid function it is possible to tell
whether the change in weights is good or not , because a small change in the weights will



generate some change in output. With the step unit function, a small change in weights
will usually generate no change in output.( Haykin (1994), Kabundu (2002)).

2.5- Estimation of parameters
The process of estimating the parameters is the most important step to build the model.
Power of NN models depends to a large extent on the way their layer connection weights
are adjusted over time. The weights adjustment process is known in NN methodology as
training of the network. The objective of the training process is that the weights are
updated in the way to facilitate learning of the patterns inherent to the data . Data will be
divided into two groups, training group and test group. Training set used to estimate the
weights in the model. Thus, the learning process is an important stage in the development
of neural network models. The test set, usually consists of 10% to 30% of the total data
set, to assess the ability to generalize from the learning process. Note that the estimation
of parameters depends on the type of Neural Network used.

2.6- The Back-Propagation Learning Algorithm
The algorithm that uses the gradient descent learning technique for
multilayer feedforward neural networks, is known as Back-Propagation, or generalized
delta rule as stated by Rumelhart and McClelland (1986).
Figure (2.9). shows that training network consists of two main parts, the input and output
parts. Initially weights are selected random values, usually assigned the values of the
Initially weights randomly between –1 and +1. The network outputs depend on the input
units, hidden units, weights of the network, and the activation function. The difference
between the computed and the actual output (target) is known as network error.
Backpropagation method takes the network error and propagates it backward into the



network. Errors are used at each neuron to update weights. This process is repeated until
the total network error becomes the smallest.

Figure 2.9: Feedforward backpropagation technique

Neural networks method uses

the error or cost function to measure the difference

between the target value and the output value. Weights of the network are frequently
adjusted in such a way that the error or objective function becomes as small as possible.
The target function can be written as:
Et =Tt - Yt

(2.10)

where: Tt is the actual or targeted output value of the tth iteration ,and Yt is the computed
output of the tth iteration. The most common cost functions used are the mean absolute
error (MAE) and the mean squared error (MSE).
The mean absolute error function can be stated as:

MAE 

1
N

N

  T

t

 Y t  

t 1

However the mean squared error (MSE), it is expressed as:

MSE 

1
N

N

t Y t 2 

t 1



The network is most commonly trained using the MSE error function. But in NN
modeling this differs slightly from equation (2.12) where the network objective function
is:

1N
E   t Y t 2 
2 t 1
The constant ½ is used to facilitate the computation of the derivative for the error
function, which is essential in the estimation of the parameters. In the derivative of (2.13)
the constant ½ disappears, while if (2.12) is used, 1/N could not be reduced and we would
end up with the factor 2/N; hence making it hard to determine the network parameters.

2.7- Backpropagation for multilayer feedforward :
The backpropagation algorithm is the approach which is commonly used to work with
network weights for a multilayered feedforward neural networks. This algorithm is
conclusive in NN modeling as it improves the learning process of the NN models.
Application of the backpropagation algorithm becomes possible for the ANN to learn
from the past experience in a way similar to the human brain. If E is the value of the cost
function, then the rate of change in E respect of the weights è is given by :

E ( ) 

E
(2.14)
t

where èt is the vector of all weights of the network at tth iteration. When applying the
backpropagation rule, knowledge is accumulated through a learning process. The network
weights are determined by:

t 1  t  t (2.15)
Where: èt are network weights of tth iteration , èt+1 are parameters of (t+1)th iteration ,
and

 t is the learning process.



The NN learning experience entails update of the ∆(è)t in order to decrease the error
made at each period so that NN learning method is similar to the learning method of the
biological nervous systems.
The function ∆(è)t can be written as:

 t aE ( )(2.16)
where a is a positive constant called the learning rate.
Return to the error function (2.13), and (2.1), where
m

n

Y t  (  X i w Ji  )or simply Y t   (X t ,t )
j 1 i 1

From (2.17) Eq (2.14) can written as:

E ( ) 

E
E

(2.18)
t w JI

By using a sigmoid function as the activation function in the hidden layer, and a linear
activation function in the output layer. We have:

1
 (u )
(2.19)
1  e u
Where
m

n

u  X i w ji 2.20)
j 1 i 1

Using the chain rule, the gradient



E
is written as:
w Ji

E
E  (u ) (u )




w Ji  (u )  (u ) w Ji
 u t (u )(T t   t )(2.21)


From equation (2.21), we get



u
X i (2.22)
w Ji



Analysis of the residuals involves determining the value of

E  (u )

 .
 (u ) u
Since E the objective function represented by the equation (2.13), we have:
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Similarly, the partial derivative of (2.19) with respect of u is
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Substituting (2.22), (2.23), and (2.24) into (2.21), we have:
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Equation (2.20) becomes

E
E
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Substituting (2.26) into (2.18), and thereafter into (2.17), we get the number of iterations
and

  t

of the learning process as follows :

t 1 t  aX i t (u )(1  t (u ))(T t  t (u )) 2.27)
Or

t 1 t  aX i t (X t ,t )(1  t (X t ,t ))(T t  t (X t ,t ))



The NN learning experience updates the ∆(è)t in order to decrease the error made at
each period so that, NN learning method becomes similar to the learning method of the
biological nervous systems.
From (2.27) we conclude that the backpropagation method based on three factors: The
learning rate a , the distance between the actual output and predicted output

(T t  t (X t ,t )) , and the activation function t (X t ,t ) .
The learning rate controls the size of the change in weights in each step. If it is too small ,
then the ideal point of convergence may be small. But in the case if the learning rate is
too large, the algorithm may not converge at all. The learning rate should fall in the range
0 ≤ a ≤ 1. One of the reasons for the success of the backpropagation is the use of a
nonlinear differentiable activation function. This algorithm is similar to a large extent the
style gradient descent, which is used heavily in the field of modeling biological systems
and dynamics.
Finally, we can say that backpropagation approach consists of four steps:
1.

The Algorithm determine a random value of initial parameters è0.

2. The calculation of the difference between the output and the target value. The
gradient of the error function is propagated backward respectively from the output
layer to hidden layer, as in figure (2.9).
3. Updating the network weights to reduce the error.
4. Repeat the second and the third steps until the gradient of the error function gets
close to zero, if èt+1 ≃èt .
The above process of four steps is known in Neural Networks jargon as the epoch "
parameter to stop the training process " .



Several improvements have been made to this algorithm such as the momentum term,
and weight decay. but, multilayer feedback in combination with stochastic gradient
descent learning algorithm is the most common ANN technique used in practical
applications. Another important feature of this learning algorithm is that it assumes
the existence of an error function of the second degree, and therefore it assumes that
there is only one minimum. In fact, the error function can have apart from the global
minimum a multiple local minima . Therefore , there is a risk of an algorithm on the
ground in one of the local minima, and hence will not be able to reduce the error to
the highest extent possible by reaching a global minimum. (Berthold and Hand
(2002); Kabundu (2002)).

2.8- Evolutionary Algorithm (EA):
In artificial intelligence, an evolutionary algorithm (EA) is a subset of evolutionary
computation, a generic population-based metaheuristic optimization algorithm. An
EA uses some mechanisms inspired by biological evolution: reproduction, mutation,
recombination, and selection. Candidate solutions to the optimization problem play
the role of individuals in a population, and the fitness function determines the
environment within which the solutions . Evolution of the population then takes place
after the repeated application of the above operators. Artificial evolution (AE)
describes a process involving individual evolutionary algorithms; EAs are individual
components that participate in an AE. Evolutionary algorithms often perform well
approximating solutions to all types of problems because they ideally do not make
any assumption about the underlying fitness landscape; this generality is shown by
successes in fields as diverse as engineering, art, biology, economics, marketing,



genetics, operations research, robotics, social sciences, physics, politics and chemistry
(wikipedia.org).

2.9- Genetic Algorithm (GA):

A genetic algorithm (GA) is a search heuristic that mimics the process of natural
evolution. This heuristic is routinely used to generate useful solutions to optimization and
search problems. Genetic algorithms belong to the larger class of evolutionary algorithms
(EA), which generate solutions to optimization problems using techniques inspired by
natural evolution, such as inheritance, mutation, selection, and crossover. In a genetic
algorithm, a population of strings (called chromosomes or the genotype of the genome),
which encode candidate solutions (called individuals, creatures, or phenotypes) to an
optimization problem, evolves toward better solutions. The evolution usually starts from
a population of randomly generated individuals and happens in generations. In each
generation, the fitness of every individual in the population is evaluated, multiple
individuals are stochastically selected from the current population (based on their fitness),
and modified to form a new population. The new population is then used in the next
iteration of the algorithm. Genetic algorithms find application in bioinformatics,
phylogenetics, computational science, engineering, economics, chemistry, manufacturing,
mathematics, physics and other fields (wikipedia.org) .



Chapter 3

ARIMA Models
3.1- Introduction :
In a traditional time series forecasting it is supposed that the future value is a linear
combination of historical data. There are different methods for time series forecasting
including:


Autoregressive moving average (ARMA)



Autoregressive integrated moving average (ARIMA)



Exponential smoothing



Extrapolation



Linear prediction



Trend estimation



Growth curve



Topi . (wikipedia.org)

However the most commonly is used model Box-Jenkins ARIMA that has been
successfully applied in economic time series forecasting, as well as being a good tool to
develop empirical model dependencies between successive time between failures, ( Box
& Jenkins,1994).

3.2- Basic concepts:
Before discussing the ARIMA model building approach, some basic concepts of linear
time series analysis, such as stationarity , nonstationarity, seasonality, and a short
reference to the most classical common types of time series forecasting process are
illustrated.



3.2.1- Stationarity:
The basis of time series analysis is stationarity. The time series is said to be stationary if
the mean , the variance and the autocovariance (at various lags) does not change
regardless of what is the point measure, ie it fixed over time.

Figure 3.1: Sample path of a stationary process. Statistics would be constant in time.

More over, the time series {rt } is said to be strictly stationary if the joint distribution of
rt1 ,..., rtk is identical to that of rt1-s ,..., rtk-s for all choice of t1, t2 ,…, tk and all choice of
time lag ( s ) . Where k is an any positive integer and t1,..., tk is a collection of k positive
integers.
In other words, strict stationarity requires that the joint distribution of
rt1 ,..., rtk is constant under time shift. A weaker version of stationarity is often assumed.
A time series {rt } is weakly stationary if both the mean of rt and the covariance between
rt and rt−s are time-invariant, where s is an arbitrary integer. More speciﬁcally, {rt } is
weakly stationary if :
(a) E(rt ) = µ, which is a constant , for all t .
(b) Cov(rt , rt−s) = ãs, which only depends on all time t and lag s .



However in weak stationarity, we suppose that the ﬁrst two moments of rt are ﬁnite. if rt
is strictly stationary and its ﬁrst two moments are ﬁnite, then rt is also weakly stationary,
from the deﬁnitions , but the converse is not true in general. However, if the joint
distributions for the process are all multivariate normal distributions, it can be shown that
the two definitions coincide.

3.2.2- Non-stationary:
A time series exhibits non-stationarity if the underlying generating process does not have
a constant mean and/or a constant variance.
Practical the plotted of time series help us to Judge if one or both conditions exist , as
well as could be sentenced on the non-stationarity by

observing

plotted of

autocorrelations. (Bovas and Ledolter, (2005); Rueys and Tsay; (2002) ).
As an example consider the monthly price of a barrel of crude oil from January 1986
through January 2006. The series displays considerable variation, especially since 2001,
and a stationary model does not seem to be reasonable.

Figure 3.2: monthly price of a barrel of crude oil from January 1986 through January
2006.



3.2.3- Seasonality:
In addition to trend, which has now been provided for, stationary series quite commonly
display seasonal behavior where a certain basic pattern tends to be repeated at regular
seasonal intervals. The seasonal pattern may additionally frequently display constant
change over time as well.
As in figure displays the monthly CO2 levels from January 1994 through December
2004. There is a strong upward trend but also a seasonality that can be seen.

Figure 3.3: monthly CO2 levels from January 1994 through December 2004.

Just as regular differencing was applied to the overall trending series, seasonal
differencing (SD) is applied to seasonal nonstationarity as well. And as autoregressive
and moving average tools are available with the overall series, so too, are they available
for seasonal phenomena using seasonal autoregressive parameters (SAR) and seasonal
moving average parameters (SMA). ( Brockwell and Davis,(1996); Barry, (2002); Cryer
and Chan (2008)).

3.2.4- Autocorrelation Function(ACF) :
The most important tools for study dependence is the sample autocorrelation function.
The correlation coefficient between any two variables random X, Y, which measures the
strength of linear dependence between X, Y, always takes values between -1 and 1.



If we assuming stationarity, and we want to estimate autocorrelation function ñk for a set
of lags K = 1,2, .... The simplest way to do this is to compute the sample correlation
between the pairs k units apart in time. Note that the concept of correlation expanding in
the case of stationary time series to become the autocorrelation function. The correlation
coefficient between Yt and Yt−k is called the lag-k autocorrelation of Yt and denoted by
the symbol ñk, which under the assumption of weak stationary and defined as:
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Since ñk is a correlation, it has the simple properties:
a)

-1 ≤ñk ≤ 1

b)

ñk = ñ-k

c)

ñ0 = 1

3.2.5- Partial Autocorrelation Function (PACF):
The

correlation coefficient between two random variables Yt and Yt-k after

removing the impact of the intervening Yt-1, Yt-2 ,..., Yt-k +1 is called (PACF) at
lag k and denoted by  k k One of the methods of calculation are based on the
account partial regression coefficient
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in the equation:
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calculated from the relationship:
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Linear time series model can be tentatively identified by its Autocorrelation function
(ACF), and Partial Autocorrelation Function (PACF) as follows:


if ñ1 is non-zero, this indicates that the serial is first order serially correlated.



If ñk tails off geometrically with increasing lags, and (PACF) cut off after
certain lag it means that the model is autoregressive process.



If

ñk cut off

after a small number of lags, and (PACF) tails off

geometrically with increasing lags it means that the model is moving-average
process.
A plot of ñk versus lag K is often called a correlogram.
For (ACF and PACF) see ( Box & Jenkins,(1994); Chatfield, (2003); Barry,
(2002); Bovas and Ledolter, (2005); Cryer and Chan, (2008)).

3.2.6- White Noise (WN):
A very important case of a stationary process is called white noise process . If a
time series { rt } is a sequence of independently and identically distributed (iid)
random variables with ﬁnite mean and variance ; we shall sometimes denote this
process as:
wt ~ wn (ìt , ó2w).
Its importance originates

from the fact that many useful processes can be

constructed from white noise. If { rt } is normally distributed with mean zero



and variance ó2 and no serial correlation , then it is said to be Gaussian white
noise or more succinctly, wt ~ iid N(0, ó2w), we usually assume that the white
noise process has mean zero and denote Var (rt) by ó2w .
For a white noise series, all the ACFs are zero. In practice, if all sample ACFs are
close to zero, then the series is a white noise series as in figure 3.2 . ( Brockwell
and Davis,(1996); Rueys and Tsay, (2002); Bovas and

Ledolter; (2005);

Shumway and Stoffer, (2005); Cryer and Chan, (2008))

Figure 3.4: Sample autocorrelation functions of monthly simple and log returns
of IBM stock from January 1926 to December 1997. In each plot, the two horizontal
lines denote two standard-error limits of the sample ACF.

3.2.7- Random walk process:
A random walk process is usually method used in the equity market to describe,
for example, the behaviour of stock prices or exchange rates. This process



continually drifts from any expected value in a specific period of time. In this
approach it is not considered any constant value or constant variance over time.
generally we can Classify two types of random walk process:


random walk without a drift given by :

y t  y t 1  w t (3.4)


(i.e., no constant or intercept term)

random walk with a drift given by :

yt yt1 wt (i.e., a constant term is present):

Figure 3.5 Random walk, áw =1,withdrift á = .2 (upper jagged line), without drift,
á = 0 (lower jagged line), and a straight line with slope .2(dashed line).
Where y0 is a real number denoting the starting value of the process, the constant
á is called the drift parameter.
For t = 1, 2, . . ., with initial condition y0 = 0, wt is white noise, and when á = 0 ,
(3.5) is called a simple random walk, consider that we may rewrite (3.5) as a



cumulative sum of white noise variates as:
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The simple random walk process provides a good model (at least to a first
approximation) for phenomena as diverse as the movement of common stock
price, and the position of small particles suspended in a fluid so called Brownian
motion . If a trend in a time series process is completely predictable and not
variable, it is said a deterministic trend, whereas if it is not predictable, it is said a
stochastic trend. (Box & Jenkins,(1994); Brockwell and Davis,(1996); Rueys and
Tsay, (2002); Chatfield, (2003); Shumway and Stoffer, (2005)).

3.2.8- General linear processes:
Yule (1921-1927), claimed that time series can be represented as a linear
combination of a sequence of uncorrelated random variables. Affirmed this, too
Wild (1938), which states that every weakly stationary nondeterministic
stochastic process {rt} can be interpreted as a linear combination (or linear filter)
of a sequence of uncorrelated random variables, however the linear filter
representation is given by:


rt  e t   1e t  1   2 e t  2  
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For our purposes, it suffices to assume that
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  ( 3 .8 )
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note the case where the ø ’s form an exponentially decaying sequence
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where



is a number strictly between −1 and +1 . Then

rt  e t   1 e t 

1

  2  e t  2      ( 3 . 9 )

 e2
 e2
E(rt) =0 , var( rt ) 
, cov( r , rt 1 ) 
,
12
12

c orr (rt , rt 1 )  

,

corr (rt , rt k )   k

For a general linear process (3.7) :


E ( rt )  0, k  cov( rt , rt  k )   e2   i  i  k  k  0 (3.10)
i 0

(Box & Jenkins,1994); Brockwell and Davis,(1996); Chatfield, (2003); Mills and
Markellos, (2003); Cryer and Chan, (2008)).

3.3- Autoregressive process (AR)
A model written on the form

rt  1 rt 1   2 rt  2  ...   p rt  p   t (3 .1 1)
Called autoregressive of order p ,and abbreviated AR(p),
where åt is white noise, i.e.,
• E(åt) = 0
• Var(åt) = ó2 and
• Cov(å t−s , å t) = 0 , if s ≠ 0
The current value of the series rt is a linear combination of the p most recent past
values of itself plus an “innovation” term åt include all that is new in this series
at a time t is not interpreted by the past values. Thus, for every t, we assume that
åt is independent of the rt − 1,rt − 2,rt − 3,...



In general, we say that a variable rt is autoregressive of order p, AR(p), with p 
N , if it is a function of its p past values and can be represented as:
p

rt 
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rt
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t ( 3 .1 2 )

i  1

3.4- Moving Average process (MA):
We call a series {rt} a moving average of order q and abbreviate the name to
MA(q), if Written on the form:

rt   t   1  t  1   2  t  2  ...   q  t  q (3 .1 3 )
We consider that in the moving average process , a time series {rt}, is obtained
by applying the weights 1, −è1, −è2, ... , −èq to the variables åt, åt − 1, åt − 2 ,
…, åt-q and then moving the weights and applying them to åt +1, åt, åt − 1, ... ,
åt − q +1 to obtain {rt+1} and so on.
We can write eq (3.14) as The following form:
q

rt  

t



 i  t  i       ( 3 . 1 4 )

i 1

3.5- Autoregressive Moving Average process (ARMA):
Sometimes we need to reach a model for time series analysis more
comprehensive,

more

effective

and

has

fewer

parameters

If we assume that this series is part of the Autoregressive and the other part is the
moving average, we obtain a quite general time series model. In general, if
Suppose that {rt}, t =... -1, 0, 1 ... is an equally spaced weakly stationary or
covariance stationary, time series. There is a famous model of linear models for



time series analysis in the time domain belongs to an autoregressive moving
average is expressed in the form:

rt  1rt 1  2 rt 2  ...   p rt  p   t  1 t 1   2  t  2  ...  q  t q (3.15)
we say that {rt} is a mixed autoregressive moving average process of orders p
and q , respectively ; and known simply as
ARMA(p ,q) . For the general ARMA(p ,q) model, we state that åt, is
independent of rt − 1, rt − 2, rt − 3,…, a stationary solution to Equation (3.16) exists
if and only if all the roots of the AR characteristic equation

 (x) = 0 are outside

the unit circle .
For invertibility we have to assume that the roots of



(x) = 0 are outside the

unit circle. Where {åt} is a sequence of uncorrelated variables, also referred to as
a white noise process, and (  1. ...

 p,  1, ...  q ) are unknown constants or

parameters. The model (3.14) is an ARMA(p,q) model or Box-Jenkins model.
And we can expressed this model as:

(1  1 B   2 B 2  ...   p B P ) rt  (1   1 B   2 B 2  ...   q B q  t (3.16)

where B is the backshift operator, that is BXt = Xt−1.

 (B )  1  1B   2B
 ( B )  1   1B   2 B

2

 ...  

2

 ...  

P
q

B

P

B

q

Any ARMA model can therefore be written as an AR or MA model .
In general, an ARMA (p,q) is a combination of an AR(p), equation (3.12) , and
MA(q)

,

equation

p

rt 

 i rt  i

i 1

(3.14),
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q





i 1
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 t  i             ( 3 . 1 7 )



be

written

as:

3.5.1- Seasonal ARMA Models:
Seasonal data may be also modeled. The number of seasonal AR and MA terms
are usually denoted by P and Q respectively. Thus, a general seasonal ARMA
model may be represented as,

 ( B )  ( B ) rt   ( B )  ( B )  t  (3.18 )
Where:

 ( B )  1   1s B

1s

 ( B )  1   1s B

1s

 

B

2s

2s

 

B

2s

2s

 ...  

Ps

B

 ...   q s B

Ps
qs

s = the seasonal span, hence for quarterly data s = 4 and for monthly data
s = 12. In practice, often difficult to estimate the parameters of time-series by
(ARMA) model because the time-series nonstationary but to transformed time
series. It is often the case, that the time series of differences is stationary in spite
of the nonstationarity of the basic process.. Stationary time series can be well
estimated by the ARMA model. That leads to the deﬁnition of the (ARIMA)
model.

3.6- Autoregressive Integrated Moving Average process (ARIMA):
ARIMA is one of the most traditional methods of nonstationary time series
analysis known as the Box-Jenkins methodology, but it is technically known as
the ARIMA methodology , this method does not focus on building models of a
single equation or simultaneous equation models, but on the analysis of a
probabilistic, or stochastic, the properties of economic time series itself under the
principle that "let the data speak for themselves." In contrast to the regression
models, the ARIMA models allows Yt is explained from the past, or lagged
values of Y itself and stochastic error terms. For these reasons, called these


models sometimes theoretical models because they are not derived from any
economic theory - and economic theories often this form basis of simultaneous
equations models. Time series{rt} is classified as an integrated model
Autoregressive moving average if the dth difference:

w t   d rt  (1  B )d rt (3.19)
is a stationary ARMA process , Where  =B-1 is the difference operator. If {Wt}
follows the ARMA (p, q) model, so we say that { rt } is an ARIMA (p, d, q)
process. For practical purposes, we can take is usually d = 1 or 2 at most .
We can write model (3.19) as :

(B )w t  0   (B )t (3.20)
where  (B) is a stationary autoregressive operator,  (B) is a stationary moving
average operator, and {åt } is white noise and è0 , is a constant usually referred to
as a trend parameter.
The model is called “integrated” since rt, can be thought of as the summation
(integration) of the stationary series wt. The previous mentioned models are
Built on assumptions that the time series involved are (weak) stationary.
But, as is well known to us that many economic time series nonstationary, that is,
integrating. If the integration of a time series of order 1, ie, I (1), it's the first
differences are I (0), that is, stationary. Similarly, if a time series is I(2), it’s
second difference is I(0). In general, if a time series is I(d), after differencing it d
times we obtain an I(0) series.
The above is clear that if we needed to the difference time series d times to make
it stationary and then apply the ARMA (p, q) process, we say that the original
time series is ARIMA (p, d, q) process, that is, it is an autoregressive integrated



moving average time series. In the case of the pattern of seasonal time series
ARIMA model is written as follows:

 ( B ) ( B ) d  SD rt   ( B ) ( B ) t  (3.21)
Where :
W

t

  d  SD  rt

is a stationary series.

D
S D
 d      d represents the number of regular differences.  S     

represents the number of seasonal differences required to induce stationarity in rt.
The first step in estimating the ARIMA model is to determine (p,d,q) (P,D,Q),
where p denotes the number of autoregressive terms, q denotes the number of
moving average terms and d denotes the number of times a series must be
differenced to induce stationarity.

P denotes the number of seasonal

autoregressive components, Q denotes the number of seasonal moving average
terms and D denotes the number of seasonal differences required to induce
stationarity. For ( AR, MA, ARMA, and ARIMA) see (Box & Jenkins,1994);
Hamilton (1994); Brockwell and Davis,(1996); Cryer and Chan, (2008)).

3.7- Forecast Generation:
The final model is used to generate predictions about the future values of and
then calculate the forecast errors as developments of new values watch from the
time series and control of these errors in the so-called Control Charts and
developed for the acceptance by a specific error if exceeded prediction error reexamined in the form and returned the cycle again by selecting another candidate
model. (Barry (2002)).



Chapter 4

ARIMA and ANN Results (Case study)
4.1 – Data and some descriptive statistics :
The data used in this study were obtained from publications of the Palestine Stock
Exchange. Founded the Palestine Securities Exchange as a special contribution in 1995
and held its first session of trading in 1997, and adopted this market a number to measure
the level of stock prices and determine the general trend it was known as Al-Quds Index.
The market has shifted in 2007 to a public shareholding company where this has become
a market on a high degree of organization and expertise so we used data from 2007.
The observations are daily time series of Al-Quds Index and are ranged from August 1st
2007 to August 31st 2010, which yields a total of observations is n = 760. Table (4.1)
represents some descriptive statistics of the time series.
We conceder that mean of the time series equal 543.249, Median of the time series is
513.0850, Std. Dev of the time series is 75.6577, sum of the observation is 399871.6, and
Sum Sq. Dev of the time series is 4344590.

Table(4.1) Descriptive statistics of the data
statistics

Pal index
543.2496
513.0850
738.6700
407.3300
75.65777
1.052168
3.020554
399871.6
4344590
760

Mean
Median
Maximum
Minimum
Std. Dev.
Skewness
Kurtosis
Sum
Sum Sq. Dev.
Observations



This time series represents the indices of stock prices. The original data were transformed
using the natural logarithm, in order to reduce the impact of outliers. One of the
advantages of using this transformation is the fixation of variation of the time series, that
allows no loss of important information from the data. Therefore, the time series that will
be used in the analysis in this chapter is the natural logarithm of the Stock price index of
Palestine (LOGPAL).
Figure (4.1) below represents the time series which will be analyzed and indicats that it is
a nonstationary time series. This series varies randomly over time and there is no global
trend or seasonal note. We note here the sharp decline in the stock market at the end of
the year 2008 as it is a period of the world economic crisis which affected all global
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Figure 4.1: Graphical presentations of the time series and it is natural logarithm of the
Stock price index.



The autocorrelation function refer to all values shown are "significantly far from zero",
and the only pattern is a linear decrease with increasing lag the sample PACF is also
indeterminate, and cut-off after the second lag

(figure 4.2). This means that we are

dealing with a typical correlogram of a nonstationary time series.
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Figure 4.2: The correlogram of LOGPAL
We use the first difference of the natural logarithm series of the data in order to obtain
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Stationarity. Figure 4.3 below illustrates the first difference of natural logarithm series.
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Figure 4.3: Graphical display of the 1st differencing of the natural logarithm of the Stock
price index.
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Figure 4.4: The correlogram of Diff(LOGPAL)

By looking at the correlogram of first difference of natural logarithm series in figure (4.4)
we can say it has become stationary. Also we can test the stationarity through the KPSS
test, is due to Kwiatkowski, Phillips, Schmidt and Shin (1992), which has recently
become popular in econometrics, as it is quite efficient and easy to be interpreted. To
illustrate the KPSS test, let x t  , t = 1, 2, …, N, be the observed series for which we
wish to test stationarity. Assume that we can decomposes the series into the sum of a
deterministic trend, a random walk, and a stationary error with the following linear
regression model
xt  rt   t   t

(4.1)

2
where rt is a random walk, i.e., rt  rt 1  u t , and u t is iid N (0,  u ) ; t is a deterministic

trend;  t is a stationary error.



To test in this model if

xt

is a trend stationary process, namely, the series is stationary

2
around a deterministic trend, the null hypothesis will be  u  0 , which means that the
2
intercept is a fixed element, against the alternative of a positive  u . In another

stationarity case, the level stationarity, namely, the series is stationary around a fixed
level, the null hypothesis will be   0 . So that, under the null hypothesis, in the case of
trend stationary, the residuals et (t  1, 2,..., N ) are from the regression of x on an
intercept and time trend, et   t ; whereas in the case of level stationarity, the residuals et
are from a regression of x on intercept only, that is et  x t  x . Let the partial sum
process of the et as
t

S t   j 1e j

,

(4.2)

2
And  be the long-run variance of et , which is defined as

 2  lim N 1E S N2 
.

(4.3)

2
The consistent estimator of  can be constructed from the residuals et by (Newey and

West, 1987)
1
ˆ ( p ) 
N
2

p

N

2
e 

N
t 1
2
t

w
j 1

N
j

( p )  et et  j
t  j 1

,

(4.4)

w (p)
Where p is the truncation lag, j
is an optional weighting function that corresponds

to the choice of a special window, e.g., Bartlett window (Bartlett, 1950)
w j ( p )  1  j ( p  1)

.

Then the KPSS test statistic is given by



N

KPSS  N

2

S

2
t

ˆ 2 ( p )
.

t 1

(4.5)

Under the null hypothesis of level stationary,
1

KPSS   V 1 (r ) 2dr
0

,

(4.6)

Where V 1 (r ) is a standard Brownian bridge: V 1 (r )  B (r )  rB (1) and B (r ) is a
Brownian motion process on r  [0,1] . Under the null hypothesis of trend stationary,
1

KPSS   V 2 (r )2dr
0

,

(4.7)

Where V 2 (r ) is the second level Brownian bridge, given by
1

V 2 (r )  B (r )  (2r  3r 2 )B (1)  (6r  6r 2 )  B (s )ds
0

.

(4.8)

The upper tail critical values of the asymptotic distribution of the KPSS statistic are listed
in Table (4.2), given by Kwiatkowski et al , 1992.

Table (4.2): Upper tail critical values for the KPSS test statistic asymptotic distribution
Upper tail percentiles

Distribution
1

2

 V (r ) dr
0

1

1

2

 V (r ) dr
0

2

0.1

0.05

0.025

0.01

0.347

0.463

0.574

0.739

0.119

0.146

0.176

0.216

KPSS Test for Level Stationarity
Data: diff.logdata
KPSS Level = 0.1608, Truncation lag parameter = 6,
p-value = 0.1



4.2 – The ARIMA (p,d,q) Model Selection:
When we extend the model by allowing the AR polynomial to have one characteristic
root, then the model becomes the ARIMA model. As it was seen, the time series are
nonstationary and this fact implies the necessity to use the first-difference form data.
Now, the time series are integrated of order 1, which means that we will have d=1 in
ARIMA(p,d,q) model for time series. Next we need to decide determine the many
autoregressive (p) and moving average (q) parameters are necessary to give an effective
model of the process. The correlograms given in figure (4.4) enables us to estimate these
parameters. The decision is not easy and in less typical cases requires not only experience
but also a good deal of experimentation with alternative models.

4.2.1 – Fitting ARIMA(p,1,q) for the Stock price index:
For the Diff(LOGPAL) correlogram of the time series, presented in Figure (4.4), it is
possible to note a significant outocorrelation and PAC at lag 1. But, for a mixed ARMA
model, its theoretical ACF and PACF have infinitely many nonzero values, making it
difficult to identify mixed models from the sample ACF and PACF.
There are several graphical tools to facilitate identifying the ARMA orders. Those
include, the corner method (Becuin et al., 1980), the extended autocorrelation (EACF)
method (Tsay and Tiao, 1984), and the smallest canonical correlation method (Tsay and
Tiao, 1985), among others. We applied the (EACF) method for the underlying
differenced time series and the results of different estimates of p and q are given in table
(4.3) below.



Table 4.3: The Theoretical Extended ACF (EACF)
AR/MA
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0
1
2
3
4
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6
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0
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x
x
x
x

0
x
x
x
0
0
x
x

0
0
0
x
x
x
x
x

0
0
0
x
0
0
x
x

0
0
0
0
0
x
0
x

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

0
x
x
x
0
0
0
0

For the previous table we can observe that an appropriate models for the series may be
ARIM(0,1,1) , ARIM(1,1,2), ARIM(2,1,2).
Therefore we will estimate parameters for the three models, and diagnose the best model
that may predict future values for the stock prices among these models. The results for
this analysis showed that the best model is the ARIMA (0, 1, 1) or IMA(1,1) as can be
seen table (4.4), since this model has the lowest Akaike Information Criterion, (AIC), and
the Bayesian Information Criterion, (BIC).

Table 4.4: The value for (AIC, AICc, BIC) for different ARIMA models
ARIMA
ARIMA(0,1,1)
ARIMA(2,1,2)
ARIMA(1,1,2)

AIC
-4367.22
-4361.94
-4363.91

AICc
-4367.19
-4361.83
-4363.83

BIC
-4353.32
-4334.15
-4340.75

By using R to estimate the parameters of the best model we got the following results:
IMA(1,1):Coefficients ma1=0.2203 ; intercept = 0e+00 ;
AIC = -4367.22 ; RMSE = 1.357019e-02 .



4.2.2 –Diagnostic testing for the model.
Figure 4.5 shows three of our diagnostic tools in one display. These are a plot of the
standardized residuals, the sample ACF of the residuals, and p-values for the Ljung-Box
test statistic "LB.test" for a whole range of values of K from 2 to 12. The horizontal
dashed line at 5% helps judge the size of the p-values. In these plots, the suggested model
looks to fit the modeling time series very well. Therefore the estimated ARIMA(0,1,1)
model seems to be capturing the dependence structure of the Diff(LOGPAL) time series
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Figure 4.5: Diagnostic Display for the ARIMA(0,1,1) Model of Diff(LOGPAL)



4.2.3 – Results ARIMA (0,1,1) model of fitting to the time series:
Now the ARIMA(0,1,1) model has been fitted to the series of stock price index.
Investigating the results of this fit, resulted that all coefficients are significant and the
diagnostic model suggests that this model is suitable , Let Yt denote the Diff(LOGPAL),
then our tentatively identified ARIMA model is:

Yˆ  0.2203t 1(4.9)
Where

Se = 0.0365 ;

t = 6.03561 .

Using this model for forecasting we get the following results:
From the results in the table(4.5) and figure(4.6) below which illustrate the prediction of
the last ten values of the time series and compare them with last ten actual values with
95% forecast limits we note that the first three values only close to the actual values and
then the rest of the forecast shall revert to the mean of the series, Since the model does
not contain a lot of autocorrelation , the forecasts, quickly settle down to the mean of the
series,the forecast limits contain all of the actual values.

Table 4.5: Forecasting results of ARIMA model for LOGPAL time series
year
2010.162
2010.163
2010.164
2010.165
2010.166
2010.167
2010.168
2010.169
2010.170
2010.171

actual
2.68480
2.68466
2.68345
2.68460
2.68571
2.69127
2.69245
2.68935
2.69182
2.68851



forecast
2.72123
2.68466
2.68356
2.68356
2.68356
2.68356
2.68356
2.68356
2.68356
2.68356

Figure 4.6: actual , forecast and forecast limits for D(LOGPAL index)

4.3 – Fitting the Artificial Neural Network model for the time series:
For fitting ANN model for the time series, as described in chapter (2) we using Matlab
software. In ANN modeling, through some commands and function with input and
output variables have been used.
The Matlab coed has shown in the M-file in Appendix(B ).
These commands forecasts time series with minimum Root Mean Squares Error (RMSE)
which is used as stopping criteria in the network. The RMSE is one kind of generalized
standard deviation methods.
It is used whenever you look for differences between target and the output. It is
determined by the value of the square root of Mean Square Error (MSE). Smaller values
of RMSE indicate higher accuracy in forecasting. The measure of dispersion between the
target and the output is the MSE is given by:

1
M SE 
N

N

 (T

t

Y t ) 2t (4.10)

t 1



where Tt is the actual or targeted output value of the tth iteration and , Yt is the
computed output of the same tth iteration.
MATLAB command’s, used (newff) , to created a feedforward backpropagation network,
this command is defined as :
newff = (Y, [ S1 S2…Sn ], { TF1 TF2…TFn }, BTF, BLF, PF)
where


Y is the underlying time series that should have vertical vector form.



Si is the size of the ith layer, for n layers.



TFi is the transfer function of the ith layer, for n layers. The 'tansig' , transfer
function is used by default.



BTF is the backpropagation network training function.



BLF is the backpropagation weight/bias learning function.



PF is the performance function (grafic). By default the 'mse' is used and it returns
an n layer feed-forward backpropagation network.

The next step In the execution of the commands is the Network initialized, as a function
dependent of the number of lags (lag) and hidden layers (lay), with the subsequent
command. such that, the learning rate parameter, defines this command as: newff =
(PR(1: lag,:), [ lay 1 ], { ' tansig',' purelin' },' trainlm')
where


PR(1: lag,:) define the limits of entire pattern.



[lay 1] define the number of neurons in each layer.



{ ' tansig',' purelin' } are the transfer functions .



' trainlm' is the training function.

The remaining training parameters were defined as follows:





Ratio to increase learning rate ," working to determine the increase of learning
rate speed to the change of the tendency and biases".



Ratio to decrease learning rate, "working to determine the decrease of learning
rate speed to the change of the tendency and biases".



Maximum number of epochs to train, "parameter to stop the training process,
where the network stops training if arrived at the specified number of the epochs".



Performance goal , " to determine the value of the minimal error".

The percentage of observations for training set and for be forecasted and finally the
learning rate are also defined by the user.
Applying ANN, the percentage of observations for training, which must have the
same number of observations, 760, as we have in ARIMA for training is determined,
so we have increased in a series of 85 observations. Thus, we have an input string of
845 observations, 90% for training, and 10% for comparison in the prediction.
The learning rate assumed a continuous learning rate throughout the training. The
performance of the algorithm is very sensitive to the proper setting for the learning
rate. If you have chosen too high learning rate, the algorithm may oscillate and
becomes unstable. If the selected learning rate is very small, the algorithm would take
a long time to converge.
Selection of hidden layers need to experience more than the mathematical technique.
When the number of hidden layers units is small, the correlation of the output and
input cannot be studied well and the errors increase. Moreover, when the number of
hidden layers units is more than adequate, even an unrelated noise can be studied as
well as the correlation of both input and output, and the error increase accordingly.
There are some methods to get the number of hidden layer units, however, there is no
general solution for this problem (Kermanhahi, et al, 2002).



Therefore, we decided to start with one hidden layer and gradually increasing the
number of hidden layers to a fifteen layers.
Attention should be paid to different number of hidden layers, and different numbers
of lags, through MATLAB command’s, using annearly command as follows:
annearly(y, maxlag, nhiden, trset, HPF, lr)
where


y : is underlying time series.



maxlag : is the maximum number of lags that should be entered in the model.



nhiden: is the number of hidden layer units.



trset: match to our 90% of observations for training," this percentage is
determined by what the user sees".



HPF match to our 10% of observations that should be forecasted , " this
Percentage depends on the previous Percentage".



lr : is the learning rate.

4.3.1±Feedforward Backpropagation network for the stock price index:
Starting with one unit in the hidden layer, the ANNEARLY algorithm m-file has been
run considering one and two lags, with different learning rates. Considering the
subsequent results, of running the ANNEARLY M-file ninety times produced ninety
networks. Figure (4.7), shows that there is a minimum error between the original
series (yy) and the forecasted one (yhatopt). Therefore, the residuals are very small,
as seen in the following figure, with the majority of them are close to zero, and falling
in the interval [-0.05, 0.05]. The lowest MinRMSE in each run is showed in table
(4.6) below, under the number of units in the hidden layer. It indicates the lowest
MinRMSE of all ninety runs.



Table 4.6: Lowest MinRMSE results of ANN model for LOGPAL time series.
Maximum
number of Lags
Learning Rate
min RMSE with 1
unit in hidden
layer
min RMSE with 2
unit in hidden
layer
min RMSE with 3
unit in hidden
layer
min RMSE with 4
unit in hidden
layer
min RMSE with 5
unit in hidden
layer
min RMSE with 6
unit in hidden
layer
min RMSE with 7
unit in hidden
layer
min RMSE with 8
unit in hidden
layer
min RMSE with 9
unit in hidden
layer
min RMSE with
10 unit in hidden
layer
min RMSE with
11 unit in hidden
layer
min RMSE with
12 unit in hidden
layer
min RMSE with
13 unit in hidden
layer
min RMSE with
14 unit in hidden
layer
min RMSE with
15 unit in hidden
layer

1

2

0. 1

0.05

0.01

0. 1

0.05

0.01

0.0048999

0.0048377

0.0048393

0.0048898

0.0048144

0.0048184

0.0048430

0.0049081

0.0048445

0.0048520

0.0048541

0.0048050

0.0048391

0.0048999

0.0048328

0.0047974

0.0048387

0.0049706

0.0048631

0.0049598

0.0048252

0.0048296

0.0048543

0.0048309

0.0049630

0.0048591

0.0050220

0.0048318

0.0048600

0.0050568

0.0048317

0.0049145

0.0049927

0.0049382

0.0048344

0.0047996

0.0048379

0.0049323

0.0049090

0.0049891

0.0048439

0.0050574

0.0048436

0.0049507

0.0048816

0.0048598

0.0048510

0.0047872

0.0049133

0.0048771

0.0049465

0.0049808

0.0049155

0.0048474

0.0048672

0.0049598

0.0049819

0.0049341

0.0048357

0.0048683

0.0050351

0.0049652

0.0049798

0.0049436

0.0048076

0.0050568

0.0050365

0.0050227

0.0050327

0.0049468

0.0049208

0.0048968

0.0050344

0.0050183

0.0050445

0.0049024

0.0048902

0.0049127

0.0048610

0.0049866

0.0049257

0.0048862

0.0049989

0.0049317

0.0051196

0.0051333

0.0050858

0.0048203

0.0048622

0.0047682



We can see that:
minimum RMSE of LOGPAL = 0.0047682.
maximum RMSE of LOGPAL = 0.0051333
We may also conclude from the table that the values of the RMSE obtained were very
similar. Taking into consideration the independence of the learning rates, the number of
lags considered and the number of the hidden layers, the value of RMSE does not change
more considerably.

Figure 4.7: Forecasting outputs of LOGPAL (ANN –Matlab)

In spite of getting the lowest Min RMSE when considering the model with fifteen
units in the hidden layer, two lags and the learning rate equal to 0.01
From the previous results we have the best model to predict the time series LOGPAL
using the following parameters:
annearly(LOGPAL, 2, 15, 90, 10, 0.01)



Table 4.7: Forecasting results of ANN model for LOGPAL time series
year

Actual

2010.162
2010.163
2010.164
2010.165
2010.166
2010.167
2010.168
2010.169
2010.170
2010.171

2.68480
2.68466
2.68345
2.68460
2.68571
2.69127
2.69245
2.68935
2.69182
2.68851

ANN
forecast











As well as through the table (4.7) above we can observe that the values of forecasting is
almost applicable to the actual values for LOGPAL time series. Although ANN does not
require that the time series is stationary , as in ARIMA, we decided to implement the
annearly algorithm on the m- file considering
Y = DLOGPAL, that is, the same input time series as it was used in ARIMA.
From the following table we can note that:
minimum RMSE of DLOGPAL = 0.0252908 .
maximum RMSE of DLOGPAL = 0.0275776.



Table 4.8: Lowest MinRMSE results of ANN model for DLOGPAL time series.
Maximum
number of Lags
Learning Rate
min RMSE with
1 unit in hidden
layer
min RMSE with
2 unit in hidden
layer
min RMSE with
3 unit in hidden
layer
min RMSE with
4 unit in hidden
layer
min RMSE with
5 unit in hidden
layer
min RMSE with
6 unit in hidden
layer
min RMSE with
7 unit in hidden
layer
min RMSE with
8 unit in hidden
layer
min RMSE with
9 unit in hidden
layer
min RMSE with
10 unit in hidden
layer
min RMSE with
11 unit in hidden
layer
min RMSE with
12 unit in hidden
layer
min RMSE with
13 unit in hidden
layer
min RMSE with
14 unit in hidden
layer
min RMSE with
15 unit in hidden
layer

1

2

0. 1

0.05

0.01

0. 1

0.05

0.01

0.0254922

0.0254266

0.0254797

0.0256034

0.0254949

0.0257876

0.0254230

0.0254352

0.0255508

0.0255444

0.0255068

0.0254044

0.0254827

0.0255458

0.0254582

0.0256800

0.0259001

0.0255597

0.0254259

0.0254705

0.0256143

0.0258366

0.0254435

0.0261837

0.0257385

0.0253547

0.0256468

0.0263224

0.0259445

0.0255123

0.0257302

0.0253455

0.0253739

0.0264707

0.0257675

0.0262603

0.0257950

0.0256241

0.0260147

0.0261826

0.0263569

0.0263642

0.0256519

0.0255536

0.0253844

0.0263885

0.0275776

0.0270354

0.0254162

0.0259444

0.0257497

0.0259441

0.0267560

0.0264383

0.0255484

0.0257854

0.0253059

0.0265393

0.0259186

0.0269190

0.0254588

0.0258121

0.0259999

0.0266981

0.0267182

0.0260416

0.0254985

0.0257032

0.0256047

0.0262544

0.0269202

0.0260501

0.0259317

0.0259524

0.0262499

0.0261944

0.0265216

0.0271563

0.0254390

0.0255993

0.0253622

0.0267202

0.0272263

0.0269464

0.0253016

0.0252908

0.0263627

0.0258781

0.0263785

0.0264262



Figure 4.8: Forecasting outputs of DLOGPAL trough ANN – in Matlab

From the results in the previous table we note that the value of min RMSE is the
highest in all networks when considering the stationary time series, and the
interpretation of this is clear because when we differencing a time series we lose
some information.We then find out that the accuracy we get between the original
series .
y = DLOGPAL, (yy) and the forecasted one (yhatopt) is much less than it was when
considering y = LOGPAL, and we can confirm this from the Figure 4.8. Therefore,
residues are falling in the largest interval, with some escape tendency.



Table 4.9: Forecasting results of ANN model for DLOGPAL time series
year

actual

2010.162
2010.163
2010.164
2010.165
2010.166
2010.167
2010.168
2010.169
2010.170
2010.171












ANN
forecast











As well as by observing the results in Table (4.9) , we find that the values forecast
when we use differencing the logarithm of original data Significantly different from
the input data.
From all the above we find that the use of the Y = LOGPAL to forecast by neural
networks gives better results than used the Y = DLOGPAL.
Where we found that minRMSE for LOGPAL = 0.0047682 much less than the
minRMSE for DLOGPAL =0.0252908.
The value of RMSE has increased, to nearly 430% compared to the values obtained
when the same network with the original time series is used . This can be seen easily
through comparing the results indicated in tables (4.6) and (4.8).
We have seen from all previous results and figures (4.7) , (4.8) that illustrate the of
accuracy forecasting using neural network design for time series. It shows that there
is a good level of accuracy in forecasting since to series of original data (yy) and
forecasting (yhatopt) are very close. Therefore, the residuals are very small for the
forecasted time series, the majority of the residuals are close to zero, and falling in
a very small interval

[-0.05, 0.05] for figure (4.8).



Moreover, artificial neural networks are affected by the quality and format of historical
data entered. When a time series is differenced there is a loss of some information, then
even using ANN models, the prediction accuracy must be worse. This can be a noticed
when the difference of the logarithm of stock price indexes is considered rather than the
logarithm of the series itself.

4.4 – Comparison between ARIMA and ANN results:
Comparison is made between, the results obtained from applying both ARIMA and ANN
methods

through looking at the results and figures that were mentioned in the

Previously, in particular figures (4.6), (4.7)and (4.8), as well as tables (4.6), (4.7) (4.8)
and (4.9), in addition to the tables (4.10) below.
Table 4.10: RMSE of ANN model and ARIMA model

RMSE

ANN model
0.0047682

ARIMA model
0.0135702

Can be easily note from the preceding table the RMSE of ARIMA model equivalent to
2.58 times RMSE of the ANN model, this means that it is higher by 185% from ANN
model.
Finally We can conclude from the above dissuasion that the results of ANN model are
much better than the ARIMA model results and more efficient.
We can conclude from the above dissuasion that the results of ANN model are much
better than the ARIMA model results and more efficient.



Chapter 5

Conclusions And Recommendations
5.1- Introduction:
In this study we conduct a comparison of forecast accuracy between the traditional
ARIMA model and the artificial neural networks model. The prediction of financial time
series, such as indices, stock prices is a complex process, for several reasons. The most
important reason encountered during this work is the fact that financial time series are
usually very noisy. That is, there is a large amount of random unpredictable noise day
after day. Among the other reasons affect the process of forecasting, is the existence of
different factors, such as interest rates changes, announcement of macroeconomic news
and political events.

5.2 – CONCLUSIONS:
From all the discussion of this study the following conclusions can be drawn:


The ARIMA(0,1,1) model is the best fit for Al-Quds Index among other BoxJenkins models. This was supported by the ACF,AIC,BIC, and RMSE.



The ANN model used backpropagation algorithm with fifteen units in the hidden
layer, two lags and the learning rate equal to 0.01, is the best fit for Al-Quds
Index forecasting,



The use of ARIMA models in forecasting economic and financial data does not
give results with high efficiency, for more than 3 periods.



ANN model can be used more effectively in forecasting of stock price index for
several points.





The ANN model performs very well in economic and financial data, and thus it
makes a great contribution as an efficient tool for investors to precaution against
potential market risks.



The ANN model can also be a useful tool to many enterprises such as ,
commercial companies , banks and insurance companies that need forecasting
stock market indexes in their work .

5.3 – Recommendations:
ANN provides an alternative methodology to ARIMA model for forecasting financial
and economic data which has a limited efficiency in this field. So we recommended
the following:


conduct more research and comparisons to ascertain the extent suitable ARIMA
models in this area.



Recommend that all workers in the economic sphere, should use the artificial
neural networks methods, because of its efficiency in economic forecasting and
hedging against the potential risks to financial markets.



We recommend to take advantage of the high-capacity of artificial neural
networks as a forecasting technique in other fields, such as medical research,
genetics research, industrial research, energy, and military research .



We recommend that Statisticians should adopt ANN approach as a method of
Statistical prediction and forecasting as well as conducting further research on
neural networks to investigate their suitability for use in other statistical
applications .



5.3 – Further work:
For future work, we suggest conducting a comparison between artificial neural
networks and other methods of forecasting, such as the ARCH, and GARCH models
and their applications in economic and financial data.
In this study we have used, backpropagation algorithm for the selection of the best
model of the neural network. We suggest further studies should be conducted using
other types of learning algorithms for prediction such as genetic algorithms or
evolutionary algorithms , simulated annealing, expectation maximization and nonparametric methods. These are some commonly used methods for training neural
networks which should be investigated , to get more accurate results, and to find the
best algorithm in forecasting using ANN models
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Appendix(A)
(R) commands
library(tseries)
library(fSeries)
library(TSA)
library(graphics)
library(graphicsQC)
library(uroot)
library(stats)
library(forecast)
library(histogram)
############### Model Identification #############
>datak7<-read.csv("c:\\Book7.csv",header=TRUE)
> data7=ts((datak7)[,2], start=c(2007,144), frequency=244)
> par(mfrow=c(2,1))
> plot((data7),ylab='Index',xlab='Year',type='l')
> plot(log(data7),ylab='Index',xlab='Year',type='l')
> diff.logdata=diff(log(data7))
> plot((diff.logdata),ylab='diff logIndex',xlab='Year',type='l')
> eacf(diff.logdata)
> acf(diff.logdata)
> pacf(diff.logdata)
> par(mfrow=c(2,1))
> acf(diff.logdata)
> pacf(diff.logdata)
############### Test of stationarity ################
> kpss.test(diff.logdata)
############### Model Fitting ####################
>actual=window(diff.logdata,start=c(2010,162));diff.logdata=window(diff.logdata,end=c
(2010, 161))
> data7.arma = Arima(diff.logdata, order = c(0, 0, 1))
> data7.arma
############### Model Diagnostics ################
>arima.errors(data7.arma)
>residuals(data7.arma)
>accuracy(data7.arma)
>rstandard(data7.arma) ; #need library(TSA)
> mean(rstandard(data7.arma))-2*(sqrt(var(rstandard(data7.arma))))
#1##scatter plot of Standardized Residuals
>win.graph(width=5,height=2,pointsize=5) >plot(rstandard(data7.arma),ylab
='Standardized Residuals', type='p'); >abline(h=0,lty = 2, col = "red")



>abline(h=2.00636,lty = 2, col = "red");abline(h=-2.005966,lty = 2, col = "red")
#2####ACF plot of residuals
>win.graph(width=5,height=2,pointsize=5)
>acf(residuals(data7.arma),ylim=c(0.07,0.07),xlim=c(0,13),ylab="ACF of Residuals")
#3##p-values plot for the Ljung–Box Chi-squared statistics
> z <- 2
while(z<13) {Pvalue=LB.test(data7.arma, lag = z)$p.value
print(Pvalue) z <- z+1 }
>win.graph(width=5,height=2,pointsize=5)
p.value<-c(0.4557418,0.7488211, 0.5477446, 0.596149, 0.7158174,
0.7585472,0.6412159,0.7388442, 0.805962, 0.8685579, 0.8719245)
> lag<-(2:12)
> plot (lag,p.value,ylim=c(0,1),xlim=c(0,13));abline(h=0.05,lty = 2, col = "red")
#Ljung–Box test
>LB.test(data7.arma,lag=11)
############### Forecast Generation ##################
> result=plot(data7.arma,n1=c(2010,150),n.ahead=10,xlab='year'
,type='b',ylab='index',pch=19)
> abline( h=coef(data7.arma)[names(coef(data7.arma))=='intercept'])
> abline(v=2010.66,lty="dashed")
> points(actual,pch = 3, col = "red")
> forecast=result$pred; cbind(actual,forecast)



Appendix(B)
(Matlab) commands
function [RMSE,yL,TRAINEDNET,minRMSE,yf,yfL,yf2]=annearly(y,maxlag,...
nhiden,trset,HPF,lr);
%--------------------------------------------------------------------%This M-file forecasts y with minimum RMSE network.(early stopping)
% Outputs:
% - RMSE , root mean squares error.
% - yL, matrix of y's lags.
% - TRAINEDNET , a NET with minimum mean squares error.
% - minRMSE , minimum of root mean squares error.
% - yf , forecast of y.
% Inputs:
% - y , a time series in vertical vector form.(eg stock prices)
% - maxlag ,maximume lag that should be entered in model.(eg 2)
% - nhiden, number of hidden layer units.(eg 15)
% - trset,percent of observations for trainig set.(eg 90)
% - HPF ,number of priods that should be forecasted.(eg 10)
% - lr , Learning rate.(eg 0.1or 0.05 or 0.01)
%--------------------------------------------------------------------% Building networks with different number of hiden units and input lags.
for lay=1:15
for lag=1:2
PR(1:maxlag,1)=[-1];
PR(1:maxlag,2)=[1];
net(lay,lag)={newff(PR(1:lag,:),[lay 1],{'tansig','purelin'},'trainlm')};
net{lay,lag}.trainParam.lr = 0.01;
net{lay,lag}.trainParam.lr_inc = 1.05;
net{lay,lag}.trainParam.lr_dec = .7;
net{lay,lag}.trainparam.epochs=1000;
net{lay,lag}.trainparam.show=100;
net{lay,lag}.trainparam.goal=1e-5;
end
end
%--------------------------------------------------------------------%defining lags for y
y=y';
[ny,mny,mxy]=premnmx(y);
[nyr,nyc]=size(y);
trset=floor(nyc*trset/100)
for lag=1:maxlag
yL=zeros(lag,nyc);
end
for s1=1:nyc
for s2=1:maxlag



yL(s2,s1)=NaN;
end
end
for lag=1:maxlag
yL(lag,1+lag:nyc)=ny(1:nyc-lag);
end
%--------------------------------------------------------------------%training nets
for lay=1:nhiden
for lag=1:maxlag
%early stopping
val.P=yL(1:lag,trset+1:nyc);
val.T=ny(1,trset+1:nyc);
[TRAINEDNET{lay,lag},tr]=train(net{lay,lag},yL(1:lag,lag+1:trset),ny(1,lag+1:trset)...
,[],[],val);
%RMSE calculation
yhat=sim(TRAINEDNET{lay,lag},yL(1:lag,trset+1:nyc));
rmse=((sum((yhat-ny(1,trset+1:nyc)).^2))/nyc)^.5;
RMSE(lay,lag)=rmse;
RMSEE=RMSE;
minRMSE=min(min(RMSE));
end
end
for lag=1:maxlag
for lay=1:nhiden
if RMSEE(lay,lag)==min(min(RMSE))
optlay=lay
optlag=lag
end
end
end
yfL=yL(1:optlag,:);
%--------------------------------------------------------------------%training again the optimal net with complete set of data.
TRAINEDNET{optlay,optlag}=train(TRAINEDNET{optlay,optlag},yL(1:optlag,:),ny(1,
:))
%H period forecasting
for o=1:HPF
yf=sim(TRAINEDNET{optlay,optlag},yfL(1:optlag,nyc-1:o+nyc-1));
yf=[ny yf];
for flag=1:optlag
yfL(flag,1+flag:nyc+o)=yf(1:o+nyc-flag);
end
end
yf2=sim(TRAINEDNET{optlay,optlag},yL(1:optlag,optlag+1:nyc));
yf=yf';
yf2=yf2';
%converting the data back into unnormalized units.
yf=postmnmx(yf,mny,mxy);



yf2=postmnmx(yf2,mny,mxy);
yhatopt=sim(TRAINEDNET{optlay,optlag},yL(1:optlag,trset+1:nyc));
yy(1:nyc-trset)=ny(trset+1:nyc);
error=(yhatopt./yy-1);
subplot(2,1,1);
plot([1:nyc-trset],yhatopt,'g-' ,[1:nyc-trset],yy,'r-');
legend('yhatopt','yy' ,0);
ylabel('value');
title(['Frecasted by Optimal Net']);
subplot(2,1,2);
plot([1:nyc-trset],error,'b-')
xlabel('Time');
ylabel('Residulas');
title(['Forecast Error for Test Set' ]);
%END
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Abstract
The accuracy of forecasts using time series models on economic data, such as stock price
indexes, has recently received a great attention. The Box-Jenkins (Autoregressive
Integrated Moving Average) “ARIMA” models have been the most widely used models
for forecasting. These models give good forecasts for future observations but they are
unfortunately, not so accurate for many ones. This is because the forecasts converge to
the mean of the series after three or four forecast values. Recent studies suggest that
artificial neural networks (ANN) can be a promising alternative to the traditional method,
ARIMA, in forecasting especially in the case of nonlinear data and for forecasting many
future forecast values.
In this study the forecasting capabilities of Artificial Neural Networks and traditional
ARIMA models are compared. The comparison has been conducted using economic and
financial data through studying the efficiency of ARIMA and ANN models for modeling
and forecasting the daily data of Al-Quds Index for 3 years. The results was that the ANN
provides forecasts so close to the actual ones when the logarithmic transformation of the
original time series is used. However, the first difference for the log transformation of the
original data was required in ARIMA, but the results were not satisfactory.
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κΨϠϣ
ϡΎѧϤΘϫϻ ΰϛήΗ ΚϴΣ ˬΪΟήϴΒϛϞϜθΑ ΔϳΩΎμΘϗϻΕήϴϐΘϤϟΎΑΆΒϨΘϟ ΔϴϤϫ ΓήϴΧϷΔϧϭϵϲϓΕΩΩί
έΎόγϷΔϴγΎϴϘϟϡΎϗέϷ ΔϠδϠγϞΜϣˬΔϴϨϣΰϟϞγϼδϟ ϰϠϋΩΎϤΘϋΔϳΩΎμΘϗϻΕΆΒϨΘϟ ϲϓ ΔϗΪϟ ϰϠϋ
ϞѧϣΎϜΘϤϟϲΗάѧϟέΪѧΤϧϻ ΝΫΎѧϤϧ ˬΰѧϨϴϜϨϴΟβϛϮѧΑΝΫΎѧϤϧΖѧϴψΣΪѧϘϟϭΔѧϴϨϣίΕήΘϔϟϢϬγϷ
ϞγϼδϟΎΑ ΆΒϨΘϟ ϲϓήΒϛϷϡΎϤΘϫϻΎΑ ARIMA ΝΫΎϤϧέΎμΘΧΎΑΔϓϭήόϤϟϭ ΔϛήΤΘϤϟΕΎτγϮΘϤϠϟ
ϩάѧϫϥπѧΘϳϪѧϧϻ·ˬΔϴϠΒϘΘδѧϣΕήѧΘϓϲѧϓΔϠδѧϠδϟϢϴѧϘϟΕΆѧΒϨΗΝΫΎѧϤϨϟϩάѧϫϲѧτόΗΚѧϴΣˬΔϴϨϣΰϟ
ϭΙϼѧΛΪѧόΑΔѧϴϨϣΰϟΔϠδϠδϟςγϮΘϣϰϟ·ΏέΎϘΘΗϭΔϠϳϮσΔϴϨϣίΕήΘϔϟΔϴϓΎϜϟΔϗΪϟΎΑΖδϴϟΕΆΒϨΘϟ
ϢϴϘϠϟΕΆΒϨΗϊΑέ
ANN ΝΫΎѧϤϨΑ˱έΎμѧΘΧΔѧϓήόϤϟ ΔϴϋΎϨτѧλϻΔϴΒμѧόϟ ΕΎϜΒθϟ ϥ ϰϟ·ΔΜϳΪΤϟΙΎΤΑϷήϴθΗϭ
ΔѧλΎΧϭ ˬΆѧΒϨΘϟ ϲѧϓΰѧϨϜϨΟβϛϮΑ ΝΫΎϤϧϡΪΨΘγΎΑΔϳΪϴϠϘΘϟΔϘϳήτϟϦϣϞπϓ ϼϳΪΑ ϥϮϜΗϥ ϦϜϤϳ
.ΔѧѧѧϠϳϮσΔѧѧѧϴϨϣίΕήѧѧѧΘϔϟΔϠδѧѧѧϠδϟϢϴѧѧѧϘΑΆѧѧѧΒϨΘϟϑΪѧѧѧϬΑϭˬΔѧѧѧϴτΨϟήѧѧѧϴϏ ΕΎѧѧѧϧΎϴΒϟ ΔѧѧѧϟΎΣ ϲѧѧѧϓ
ΔϴΒμѧόϟΕΎϜΒθѧϟϦѧϣϞѧϛϕήѧσϡΪΨΘѧγΎΑΆѧΒϨΘϟ ΕέΪѧϗ ϦϴѧΑΔѧϧέΎϘϣ ΖѧϳήΟΔѧγέΪϟ ϩάѧϫ ϲѧϓϭ
ΝΫΎѧϤϨϟΓ˯Ύѧϔϛ ΔѧγέΩ ϝϼѧΧϦѧϣ ϚѧϟΫϢѧΗϭ ˬΔѧϳΪϴϠϘΘϟΎѧϤϳέΰѧϜϨϴΟβϛϮѧΑΝΫΎѧϤϧϭ ΔϴϋΎϨτѧλϻ
ΔϴϣϮϴϟ ΕΎϧΎϴΒϟϡΪΨΘγΎΑ ϚϟΫϭˬΓΩΪόΘϣΔϴϨϣίΕήΘϔϟαΪϘϟήηΆϣ ΔϤϴϘΑ ΆΒϨΘϟϰϠϋΎϬΗέΪϗϭΔϘΑΎδϟ
(ANN ΝΫΎѧϤϧϡΪΨΘѧγΎΑΕΆѧΒϨΘϟ ϥ ΕΎѧϧέΎϘϤϟϩάѧϫΞΎΘϧΖϨϴΑΪϗϭˬΕϮϨγ 3 άϨϣ αΪϘϟ ήηΆϤϟ
ΝΫΎѧϤϧΐѧϠτΘΗΎѧϤϨϴΑ ˬ ΔѧϴϨϣΰϟΔϠδѧϠδϟϢΘϳέΎѧϏϮϟ ϡΪΨΘѧγϢΘѧϳΎϣΪѧϨϋ ΔѧϴϠόϔϟ ϢϴѧϘϟϰѧϟ·˱ΪѧΟΔѧΒϳήϗ
ΕΎѧѧϧΎϴΒϠϟΔѧ ϴϤΘϳέΎϏϮϠϟ Δѧ ϠϳϮΤΘϟ˯ήѧѧΟ·ΪѧѧόΑϚѧѧϟΫϭϰѧ ϟϭϷΔѧѧΟέΪϟϦѧѧϣϕϭήѧѧϔϟΏΎδѧѧΣ(ARIMA
ΔΑϮϠτϤϟΕΆΒϨΘϟ ϰϠϋϝϮμΤϠϟΔϴοήϣ ϦϜΗϢϟΓήϴΧϷΝΫΎϤϨϟϡΪΨΘγΎΑΞΎΘϨϟϦϜϟ ˬΔϴϠλϷ
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Chapter 1

INTRODUCTION
1.1– Rationale:
Forecasting future events based on the basis of historical and present data, captured
people's attention and specialists dramatically. Several techniques have been developed to
address this problem and predict the future behavior of a particular series of events.
Forecasting is one of the main statistical tools used by the makers of economic strategy.
Since processes in economic strategy are composed of complex operations, such as
inflation, stock market returns or stock indices, they are usually difficult to predict in a
timely manner. One source of difficulty is the complex interactions between factors
affecting the market and the unknown random processes such as unexpected news or
unpredicted changes in influencing factors. (Clement and Hendry, 2002)
Well-known and widely used models are based on linear probabilistic models using the
autoregressive (AR), the moving average (MA), the autoregressive moving average
(ARMA), and the integrated ARMA models for time series. The parameters of these
models are usually estimated by the method of least squares or maximum likelihood
estimation method.
The use of these models is very common because the processes are easy to understand,
and the results are easy to interpret. However, ordinary least squares methodology is
inefficient to use with complex or nonlinear models . It requires imposing, strict
assumptions on the model specifications during the estimation of the parameters, to
achieve meaningful results. (Box and Jenkins (1994)).
Recent studies have shown that many economic relations are usually non-linear in either
parameters or even nonstationary. Nonlinear least squares methods seems to be the most



commonly used in order to obtain the parameters in the non-linear models. However it is
very difficult to draw a standard formula for the parameters in these models.
The researcher found that there are other techniques that can be applied to such cases and
may overcome the problems of non-linearity and nonstationarity. These techniques
include Artificial Neural Networks (ANN) methods. This technique has been used in
forecasting in many fields and especially in the field of economics. The use of ANN in
this domain increased because of their ability to form a complex non-linear systems
based on sample data. Applications of ANN received a great attention in recent years in
many fields because of their enormous storage capacity and capabilities of learning and
prediction. In particular ANN has been applied in economic forecasting to predict stock
markets indicators in line with economic growth in various countries in the past few years
(Trippi and Turban (1996)). The results of the the use of ANN in forecasting helps
investors to hedge against the risk of potential markets, and creates new opportunities for
profit, as well as to take appropriate decisions in a timely manner and to avoid loss in
many cases.

1.2– The data :
Data used in this study is a time series which represent the daily scores of Al-Quds index
of the Stock Exchange of Palestine. The number of observations is 760, representing the
period from the first of August 2007 until the end of August 2010. The data are published
in the Palestine Stock Exchange. Where the is market working five days in a week
addition to the presence of many national and religious holidays where the market closes.



1.2.1– Palestine Market Stock Exchange:
The Palestine Stock Exchange (PSE) has been found as a special contribution company,
in 1995, then turned into a public shareholding company in 2007. The goal of
establishing this market is to expand the channels of domestic investment and attract
foreign capital to be pumped into the national projects, through the market order and to
ensure the safety of dealing in securities. To achieve its objectives, the PSE market
provides trading systems, control, settlement and transfer of ownership of securities, to
ensure speed and accuracy in completing the sale and purchase deals.
Moreover, the PSE market helps investors by , awareness, education and provision of
sufficient information for them to make investment decisions based on sound scientific
data, through the different activities and events carried out by the PSE market. The PSE
market is subject to governmental control through the supervision and control of the
Palestinian capital market.

1.2.2– Al-Quds Index:
Al-Quds Index is the main indicator used in the market which gives a general idea about
the direction of changes in stock prices in the market. It is a measure that helps the
investor to recognize the pulse of the market and determine the direction of supply and
demand, and the overall level of rise and decline in the prices of companies traded in the
PSE market. Al-Quds index is calculated using the following formula:
Al  Quds index 

sum  number of shares subscribed  the trading price  100
sum  number of shares subscribed  primary Price per share 



1.3– Research problem:
One of the problems of forecasting lies in the use of appropriate methods to fit the time
series depending on the nature of data. It is well known that , most economic and
financial data are either non-linear or nonstationary , which is a problem when using the
traditional statistical methods , such as regression analysis, the exponential smoothing,
linear prediction, and

method of Box-Jenkins (ARIMA) models. The results of

prediction using these methods are inaccurate and do not give an appropriate picture of
what could be the future events Therefore, it was necessary to look for other methods
which are more appropriate and produce more accurate forecasts when the data is nonlinear or nonstationary . In this study we will apply the method of artificial neural
networks (ANN) as modern method of forecasting technique and see how it could be
used as an alternative method to traditional methods . This technique showed in some
studies in the last years that it can used efficiently in prediction in many subjects  In
the present study we are going to perform some comparisons among ANN and ARIMA
methods .

1.4– Research objective:
The aim of this study is to evaluate the performance of

Autoregressive Integrated

Moving Average (ARIMA) models, and Artificial Neural Networks (ANN) forecasting
techniques in forecasting of stock prices in Palestine using Al-Quds Index data. To
achieve this goal we perform the following steps:
1. Finding the best ARIMA model .
2. Finding the most suitable ANN model.
3. Comparing the two methods in based on Forecast Akaike Information Criterion,
(AIC), the Bayesian Information Criterion, (BIC), and (RMSE).



4. Give the relevant recommendations based on the results of the comparison that we
obtained above.

1.5 – Research Methodology :
In this study we are going to apply two different methods to predict future values for the
same time series of the daily values of Al-Quds Index in Palestine Stock Exchange
market and then we will make the comparison between the results of the two methods in
order to determine which is better to use in similar situations. Methods used are:


Artificial Neural Network (ANN) Forecasting Techniques for time series. The goal
is to predict future values from the time series. For this we will use MATLAB
software to generate the best neural networks to predict and get the best results.



Autoregressive Integrated Moving Average Models (ARIMA) for modeling and
analysis of time series : To forecast future values in time series, we will use the R
software to find the best ARIMA model to fit the time series and get the best possible
forecasts.

1.6– Literature review:
In this section we discuss briefly some previous studies which conducted comparison
between the use of traditional methods and neural networks in time series forecasting in
several applications, particularly in economic data.
Results achieved by, Kuan and White (1994), indicated the possibility of using neural
networks in economic variables and discussed the usability of traditional models and
emphasized

the

similarities

between

the

two

methods.

A study carried out by, Maaoumi, E. et.al (1994), applied on a group of 14 different time
series in macroeconomics, found that the models and projections performed better using



the

ANN

method.

Kohzadi et.al. (1995), compared ANN and ARIMA, in forecasting of Egypt's cereal
future and found out that approximate error of neural network model is between% 18
and% 40. They also showed that these values were lower than the values obtained using
ARIMA models.
Swanson and White (1997), used neural networks approach in forecasting
macroeconomic variables. They compared different linear and non-linear models by
using a large sample size data. They found that the performance of multivariate linear
models are marginally better than other univariate models.
Hansen, et.al. (1999), found that neural networks which were determined by genetic
algorithms outperform ARIMA forecasting models in six of the different time series
originally published by Box and Jenkins (1970) and more recently by McDonald and Xu
(1994) .
The developments in ARIMA model improved forecasting performance over standard
ordinary least squares estimation by 8% to13%. In contrast, neural networks achieve
dramatic improvements of 10% to 40%.
Tkacz and Hu (1999), examined whether artificial neural networks can be used in
modeling the increase in production based on monetary and
financial variables. The results indicate that ANN forecasting performances were better
than those of the linear models.
Tkacz (2001), attempted to forecast the GDP of the Canadian economy using monetary
and financial variables. In his study, the author compared time series models (ARIMA
and exponential smoothing) and linear models on the one hand and artificial neural
network models on the other hand. The results indicated that the error values of ANN



model was less than those of the other models, especially in long run of GDP forecasting.
In other words, the prediction using ANN model performs better in the long run.
Zhang (2003), used hybrid approach which is the combination of ARIMA and ANN
models. The results obtained were very encouraging with this approach.
Junoh (2004), forecasted the GDP of Malaysian economy by using information based on
economic indicators. In this study, the author compared ANN and econometric
approaches and showed that ANN had better results in GDP forecasting.
Mohammadi, et.al; (2005), conducted a study by applying different methods for
forecasting spring inflow to the Amir Kabir reservoir in the Karaj river watershed . Three
different methods, artificial neural network , ARIMA time series and regression analysis
between some hydroclimatological data and inflow, were used to forecast the spring
inflow. The performances of the models were compared and the (ANN) model was
found to model the flows better. Thus, (ANN) proved to be an effective tool for reservoir
inflow forecasting in the Amir Kabir reservoir using snowmelt equivalent data.
Rutka (2008) , conducted a study to forecast the network traffic using ARIMA and
Neural Networks Models. Traffic data is taken from the website http://freestats.com/.
This data was collected for one year. Another set of data trace is collected using website
access statistics of the local area network users access to the site www.fotoblog.lv. The
auther concluded that ARIMA models are easier to use for training and forecasting, but
the prediction results showed that they are not very accurate. In contrary, the ANN
models are more complex in training and simulation but they give much better results
compared with ARIMA models.
As we have seen through the above literature review, there are many
studies conducted comparison between ANN and other traditional methods, especially
ARIMA in terms of their performances.



1.6–

Organization

of

research:

In the next chapter (Chapter 2) we will discuss in details Neural Networks modeling
techniques. We will discuss basic theory underlying the construction of Neural Networks
architecture. We will also show how to approximate the system with backpropagation
techniques.
In chapter 3, we will discuss some traditional methods of forecasting time series, and
focus on the use of Box-Jenkins (ARIMA) models.
Chapter 4 is divided into three parts:


First part descriptive of the data.



Second part choose the best forecast based on ARIMA .



Third part choose the best forecast based on ANN .

In Chapter 5 presents some conclusions, recommendations, and suggest some prospective
topics for further research.



Chapter 2

Artificial Neural Networks
2.1- Introduction :
The most important features of the human brain is the ability to learn from the past,
according to a complex system of sending and receiving electrical pulses between
neurons. This fact has prompted many researchers and led to the establishment of the
cognitive sciences, known as artificial intelligence and building the network, known as
Artificial Neural Network (ANN), which mimic the properties of brain neurons, and is
not a biological fact. Unlike the brain implement in the (ANN) separate operations, which
are possible in light of the high-capacity electronic computers to perform complex
operations quickly.

2.2- Historical Overview of NN :
McCulloch (1943) and Pitis developed, the first computing machines that mimic the
biological nervous system, and can perform the functions of the logic of learning as
shown in fig (2.1).
The consequence of this network is a set of logic functions that were used to transfer
information from one nerve cell to another. This led ultimately to the development of a
binary model possibility. According to this model, the unit can be nerve swhich either on
or off depending on whether the function is activated or not . It determine the threshold to
activate the system. If the input is greater than the threshold in neurons are activated and
given the value 1 and 0 otherwise.



Fig(2.1) artificial neuron of McCuUoch and Pitts.

The first law of learning put by Hebb (1949) is based on simultaneous combinations of
neurons capable of strengthening the connection between them. By the well-known
advanced models that have been developed for the learning process model " perceptron "
, Rosenblatt (1962, 1959) developed a single feedforward network. The output obtained
from this single layer is the weighted sum of different inputs.
A major development in neural networks was by Cowan(1967), where the introduction
of new functions such as activation of the smooth sigmoid function, etc., which have the
capacity to deal with nonlinear functions more effectively than the perceptron model as in
fig (2.2) .

Fig(2.2) Nonlinear model of neuron.



Werbos (1974) presented a new style of learning that is backpropagation. However, few
reports published on this method at the time where estimation errors back to the hidden
layer. The backpropagation method has been used successfully in many applications such
as playing table, and handwriting recognition, filtration processes, control system,
economic forecasting and financial, etc ... (Kabundu,(2002)).

2.3- Nural Networks Models:
2.3.1- Feed-Forward Neural Network:
Simple design of neural networks allows only unidirectional forward connections among
neurons. That is why it is called feed-forward neural network, or Perceptron.

Fig(2.3) A Perceptron.

The simplest type of feed-forward neural networks, consists of only one layer of p nerve
cells associated with a group of n input terminals as in Figure (2.3). It is a common
convention and is not part of a group of input terminals in the count of the network
layers. This is because it does not play any active role in information processing. The
number p of outputs is the same as the number of neural units.
In a feed-forward neural networks each output oi is an explicit function of input vector



X = [x1, x2,... ,Xn]T, which can be calculated after the propagating of input values through
the network as in equation (2.1).


y i = f ( a i ) = f 


n


k=0

w



ik

x k 

i = 1 ,. . .. ,p

( 2 . l)



where ai indicates the net input to neuron i and wik is the weight connecting the i-th
output yi with the k-th input value xk , being xk  [0,1], k = 1,..., n , and yi  [0,1], i =
1,...,p . Considering a virtual input parameter x0 permanently set to +1 , the threshold
value wi0 of the activation function of neuron i has been inserted into the sum in eq. 2.1.
Perceptron has received a major blow at the end of the 60's when Minsky and Papert
(1969) published the famous book (Perceptrons), and demonstrated that the Perceptron
can not implement the logic operation (XOR), although the solution to this problem was
simple, but it took a quarter of a century to find the multi-layer Perceptron. (Rumelhart,
Hinton and Williams, (1986)).

2.3.2- Multilayer Feedforward Neural Networks:
Networks that contain more than one layer of artificial neurons, which allows only
unidirectional forward connections of inputs and outputs, are called multi-Layer
Perceptrons (MLP) or multi-layered Feedforward Neural Networks. A (MLP) consists of
a set of input terminals, an output neural layer, and a number of layers of hidden neural
units between the input terminals and the output layer as in figure (2.4) . (Berthold and
Hand (2002)).



Fig. 2.4. Architectural graph of multilayer perceptron with two hidden layers.
In multi-layer feedforward information are transmitted from input layer to output layer. It
does not allow any internal reactions of the information. As in the case in the human
brain, signals go in one direction. Feedforward networks are guaranteed to reach stability.
(Kermanshahi, et.al; 2002).
Feedforward neural networks, with two-layers as in figure (2.5.a) use step activation
functions and can implement any Boolean function provided that the number of hidden
neurons H is sufficiently large. (Mc Culloch and Pitis; (1943)).

Fig. 2.5. a) A two-layer feedforward neural network can implement any Boolean
function. b) A two-layer network that can solve the XOR problem (reproduced from,
Hertz and Palmer, (1991) ).



Suppose that we are dealing with a fully connected multilayer Perceptron with L layers,
l = 0 , 1 , . . . , L, with l = 0 denoting the set of input terminals, and l = L the output
layer. Each layer l has n(l) neurons. The output value yi of each unit i in layer l can still be
calculated by means of formula 2.1, where inputs xk to unit i correspond to outputs ok in
layer l - 1. Thus formula (2.1) becomes as follows :


y i = f i (a i )= f i 



n ( l- 1 )


k=0

w



ik

ok 

i = 1 , .. . ., n ( l )




(2 .2 )

where ai represents the net input to unit i , fi( ) is activation function and n(l-1) is the
number of units in layer l — l . If layers l-1 and l are only partially connected , the sum
in eq. (2.2) has to be changed to cover only the units k in layer l – 1 that feed unit i in
layer l.
If we have a two-layer feedforward neural network (L = 2) with only one output unit yi (p
= 1) with linear activation function f(a) =a , the architecture function from the input to the
output can be written as
n (1)

 y output layer
(2.3)
y i  w ik o k  i
k 0
o k hidden layer



 n (0)
o k  f k  v ki x i
 i 0




n (1)


x input
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 n (0)
yi 
w ik f k  v ki x i
 i 0
k 0






vector






n (1)

  w ik f k (v Tk x v k 0 ) w io (2.5)
k 1

where v Tk  represents the vector of weight connections from the input vector x in layer



l = 0 to unit k in the hidden layer l = 1, and Wik is the weight connection between unit k
in the hidden layer l = 1 and output unit i in the output layer l = 2. Formula (2.5) looks
similar to a general nonlinear regression mapping. The main difference is that in neural
networks usually hidden neurons refer to the same activation function fk( ) = f( ) for all k,
but in nonlinear regression techniques different functions fk( ) can be used for different k.
(Berthold and Hand, (2002)).
In fact, multi-layered Perceptrons can be considered as a special case of non-linear
regression techniques. ( Hwang, Martin and Schimert. (1994); Bishop; (1995)).
In economics and finance is not all relations are always direct. Hidden layers grab the
indirect relations between input and output variables and represented by all the variables
in the argument that the units are not known. Due to lack of information about the
variables represented in the hidden layers, ANN is called by most researchers a "Black
Box". The number of hidden layers and units in each hidden layer depends on the ability
of network to approximate more complex functions. Most networks with complex
structures do not perform necessarily better. These networks are more sensitive to noise,
which in turn obstructs the learning process. Although more hidden units in the system
normally result in better forecast, more hidden units may lead to over-fitting on sample
data. Limit the number of

hidden layers is based on trial and error. (Kamruzzaman,

Begg, and Sarker;(2006).
2.3.3- Recurrent Neural Networks:
Most of economic and financialrelationships need treatments of dynamic relations .
Variables are mostly time dependent, that is, output of the current cases are related to
outputs in past periods. Feedforward NN can take in mind of dynamics by including
lagged values of input and output variables in the input layer. This is, however, not a
common approach. Instead, the Recurrent Neural Network (RNN) is a neural network



that auto and backward connections are allowed. Very simple recurrent design is shown
in figure (2.6) with only one layer of neural units fully cross and autoconnected and no
backward connections.

Fig. 2.6. The simple recurrent network

A more successful approach to the analysis of time series by using neural networks relies
on Recurrent Neural Networks (RNN). (Berthold and Hand, (2002)).
There are two types of ( RNN) . Jordan (JRNN), and Elman (ERNN) networks, are
illustrated respectively in figure 2.7 (a) and (b). The JRNN, built by Jordan (1989) , as
indicated consists of output variables, which feed back into the hidden layer with a time
delay. The output of the previous periods becomes input in the current period.
hence, the current period output contains also the history of past outputs, which in turn
contain past values of inputs. (Kabundu,(2002)).



Fig (2.7)(a)

Fig (2.7)(b)
Elman constructed the (ERNN) in 1988 . ERNN allows the neurons to depend not only
on the input variables x, but also on which feed back from their own lagged values such a
way that the hidden layer output feeds back into itself with a time delay before sending
signals to the output layer . Thus the Elman network builds “memory” in the evolution of



the neurons. This type of network is similar to the commonly used moving average (MA)
process in time-series analysis.( McNelis, P.D. (2005)).
Despite the existence of many difficulties , the application of RNN proven to be
successful in time series forecasting as a result of the internal feedback process. Horne
and Giles(1995) has expounding that RNN sometimes outperforms Feed forward NN. It
has been successful in pattern recognition, computational neuroscience, statistical
physics, control theory, image analysis, distributed processing, medical diagnosis,
classification, etc…

2.4- Activation Function in ANN:
The use of activation functions is necessary in the Artificial Neural Networks.
Importance of activation functions lies in that ,the information is sent to next neurons if
it has been activated only. In NN models transmit information from the input layer to
output layer after the passage of activity a certain threshold. After this threshold, a further
increase in input has negligible additional effect. Hence, there is a nonlinear relationship
between input units and output units.

2.4.1- Types of Activation Functions:
An activation function is defined by f(z) and defines the output of a neuron in terms of its
input. There are three types of activation functions:

1. Threshold function an example of which is
1if z  0
  z  
(2.6)
0if z  0 



The activation function, f depends on a threshold á0. The output function is turned
on when f(z) > á0, otherwise it is not activated. This activation function is known
as the Heaviside or unit step function as shown in figure(2.8.a).
2. The piecewise linear function is given by:
1if z 0.5


  z  z if    z  0.5 (2.7)
0if z  0.5



This function again can take on the values of 0 or 1, but can also take on values
between that depending on the amplification factor in a certain region of linear
operation as shown in figure(2.8.b).
3. Sigmoid function :
The sigmoidal activation function is the commonly used . The fact that it is
differentiable function is of particular importance in the training of neural
networks it is include :


Logistic function whose domain is [0,1].

 (z ) 

1
(2.8)
1  exp(az )

where a is a slope parameter. Note that the values of the activation functions
range from 0 to 1, as shown in figure (2.8.c).


 (z ) 

The hyperbolic tangent function whose domain is [-1,1].

sinh(z ) e z  e  z

(2.9)
cosh(z ) e z  e  z

This activation function has the advantage of having the output interval, [-1,1], thus,
it can be used in Artificial Neural Networks that need to approximate functions that
can take on negative values (e.g. stock index differences) as shown in figure(2.8.d).



f(z)

z

Fig. (2.8. a) Heaviside function

f(z)

Fig. (2.8. b) The piecewise linear function

f(z)

z
Fig. (2.8. c) the sigmoidal function



Fig. (2.8. d) hyperbolic function

The Heaviside transfer function and the sigmoid transfer function, are bound to range
between 0 and 1. The difference between them is that the logistic function turns on
gradually when activated. When the logistic function approaches 0, the function is almost
insensitive to impulse received from input layer, meaning output is inactivated.
Poor estimate of the parameters occurs when the function is wrongly selected, Therefore,
the builders of Artificial Neural Networks are interested the shape function , as specified
by the magnitude of the functional parameters.
Parameters of the Artificial Neural Networks can be estimated by using the methods of
learning algorithms. The result of these learning algorithms depends on whether or not
the transfer function is differentiable. The popular common nonlinear functions used are
the tangent hyperbolic function and the sigmoid function. If the network contains hidden
layers the sigmoid function is preferred to the binary one, since binary renders a model
difficult to train. In such a case, the error obtained during the training process (which
serves in the estimation of parameters) is constant, hence the gradient does not exist or
equals zero, and thus the learning process is impossible when some learning algorithms,
such as backpropagation are used . By using the sigmoid function it is possible to tell
whether the change in weights is good or not , because a small change in the weights will



generate some change in output. With the step unit function, a small change in weights
will usually generate no change in output.( Haykin (1994), Kabundu (2002)).

2.5- Estimation of parameters
The process of estimating the parameters is the most important step to build the model.
Power of NN models depends to a large extent on the way their layer connection weights
are adjusted over time. The weights adjustment process is known in NN methodology as
training of the network. The objective of the training process is that the weights are
updated in the way to facilitate learning of the patterns inherent to the data . Data will be
divided into two groups, training group and test group. Training set used to estimate the
weights in the model. Thus, the learning process is an important stage in the development
of neural network models. The test set, usually consists of 10% to 30% of the total data
set, to assess the ability to generalize from the learning process. Note that the estimation
of parameters depends on the type of Neural Network used.

2.6- The Back-Propagation Learning Algorithm
The algorithm that uses the gradient descent learning technique for
multilayer feedforward neural networks, is known as Back-Propagation, or generalized
delta rule as stated by Rumelhart and McClelland (1986).
Figure (2.9). shows that training network consists of two main parts, the input and output
parts. Initially weights are selected random values, usually assigned the values of the
Initially weights randomly between –1 and +1. The network outputs depend on the input
units, hidden units, weights of the network, and the activation function. The difference
between the computed and the actual output (target) is known as network error.
Backpropagation method takes the network error and propagates it backward into the



network. Errors are used at each neuron to update weights. This process is repeated until
the total network error becomes the smallest.

Figure 2.9: Feedforward backpropagation technique

Neural networks method uses

the error or cost function to measure the difference

between the target value and the output value. Weights of the network are frequently
adjusted in such a way that the error or objective function becomes as small as possible.
The target function can be written as:
Et =Tt - Yt

(2.10)

where: Tt is the actual or targeted output value of the tth iteration ,and Yt is the computed
output of the tth iteration. The most common cost functions used are the mean absolute
error (MAE) and the mean squared error (MSE).
The mean absolute error function can be stated as:

MAE 

1
N

N

  T

t

 Y t  

t 1

However the mean squared error (MSE), it is expressed as:

MSE 

1
N

N

t Y t 2 

t 1



The network is most commonly trained using the MSE error function. But in NN
modeling this differs slightly from equation (2.12) where the network objective function
is:

1N
E   t Y t 2 
2 t 1
The constant ½ is used to facilitate the computation of the derivative for the error
function, which is essential in the estimation of the parameters. In the derivative of (2.13)
the constant ½ disappears, while if (2.12) is used, 1/N could not be reduced and we would
end up with the factor 2/N; hence making it hard to determine the network parameters.

2.7- Backpropagation for multilayer feedforward :
The backpropagation algorithm is the approach which is commonly used to work with
network weights for a multilayered feedforward neural networks. This algorithm is
conclusive in NN modeling as it improves the learning process of the NN models.
Application of the backpropagation algorithm becomes possible for the ANN to learn
from the past experience in a way similar to the human brain. If E is the value of the cost
function, then the rate of change in E respect of the weights è is given by :

E ( ) 

E
(2.14)
t

where èt is the vector of all weights of the network at tth iteration. When applying the
backpropagation rule, knowledge is accumulated through a learning process. The network
weights are determined by:

t 1  t  t (2.15)
Where: èt are network weights of tth iteration , èt+1 are parameters of (t+1)th iteration ,
and

 t is the learning process.



The NN learning experience entails update of the ∆(è)t in order to decrease the error
made at each period so that NN learning method is similar to the learning method of the
biological nervous systems.
The function ∆(è)t can be written as:

 t aE ( )(2.16)
where a is a positive constant called the learning rate.
Return to the error function (2.13), and (2.1), where
m

n

Y t  (  X i w Ji  )or simply Y t   (X t ,t )
j 1 i 1

From (2.17) Eq (2.14) can written as:

E ( ) 

E
E

(2.18)
t w JI

By using a sigmoid function as the activation function in the hidden layer, and a linear
activation function in the output layer. We have:

1
 (u )
(2.19)
1  e u
Where
m

n

u  X i w ji 2.20)
j 1 i 1

Using the chain rule, the gradient



E
is written as:
w Ji

E
E  (u ) (u )




w Ji  (u )  (u ) w Ji
 u t (u )(T t   t )(2.21)


From equation (2.21), we get



u
X i (2.22)
w Ji



Analysis of the residuals involves determining the value of

E  (u )

 .
 (u ) u
Since E the objective function represented by the equation (2.13), we have:

 12 (T t  t (u ))2
E


 (u )
 (u )

(T t  t (u ))
1
 (T t  t (u ))

2
 (u )
(T t  t (u ))
Similarly, the partial derivative of (2.19) with respect of u is



 (u )
t u (1
 t  t (u ))
u

Substituting (2.22), (2.23), and (2.24) into (2.21), we have:

E
E  (u ) (u )




w Ji  (u )  (u ) w Ji
 t u t (u ))(T t   t u X i 


Equation (2.20) becomes

E
E


t w Ji
 X i t u t (u ))(T t   t u 

  

Substituting (2.26) into (2.18), and thereafter into (2.17), we get the number of iterations
and

  t

of the learning process as follows :

t 1 t  aX i t (u )(1  t (u ))(T t  t (u )) 2.27)
Or

t 1 t  aX i t (X t ,t )(1  t (X t ,t ))(T t  t (X t ,t ))



The NN learning experience updates the ∆(è)t in order to decrease the error made at
each period so that, NN learning method becomes similar to the learning method of the
biological nervous systems.
From (2.27) we conclude that the backpropagation method based on three factors: The
learning rate a , the distance between the actual output and predicted output

(T t  t (X t ,t )) , and the activation function t (X t ,t ) .
The learning rate controls the size of the change in weights in each step. If it is too small ,
then the ideal point of convergence may be small. But in the case if the learning rate is
too large, the algorithm may not converge at all. The learning rate should fall in the range
0 ≤ a ≤ 1. One of the reasons for the success of the backpropagation is the use of a
nonlinear differentiable activation function. This algorithm is similar to a large extent the
style gradient descent, which is used heavily in the field of modeling biological systems
and dynamics.
Finally, we can say that backpropagation approach consists of four steps:
1.

The Algorithm determine a random value of initial parameters è0.

2. The calculation of the difference between the output and the target value. The
gradient of the error function is propagated backward respectively from the output
layer to hidden layer, as in figure (2.9).
3. Updating the network weights to reduce the error.
4. Repeat the second and the third steps until the gradient of the error function gets
close to zero, if èt+1 ≃èt .
The above process of four steps is known in Neural Networks jargon as the epoch "
parameter to stop the training process " .



Several improvements have been made to this algorithm such as the momentum term,
and weight decay. but, multilayer feedback in combination with stochastic gradient
descent learning algorithm is the most common ANN technique used in practical
applications. Another important feature of this learning algorithm is that it assumes
the existence of an error function of the second degree, and therefore it assumes that
there is only one minimum. In fact, the error function can have apart from the global
minimum a multiple local minima . Therefore , there is a risk of an algorithm on the
ground in one of the local minima, and hence will not be able to reduce the error to
the highest extent possible by reaching a global minimum. (Berthold and Hand
(2002); Kabundu (2002)).

2.8- Evolutionary Algorithm (EA):
In artificial intelligence, an evolutionary algorithm (EA) is a subset of evolutionary
computation, a generic population-based metaheuristic optimization algorithm. An
EA uses some mechanisms inspired by biological evolution: reproduction, mutation,
recombination, and selection. Candidate solutions to the optimization problem play
the role of individuals in a population, and the fitness function determines the
environment within which the solutions . Evolution of the population then takes place
after the repeated application of the above operators. Artificial evolution (AE)
describes a process involving individual evolutionary algorithms; EAs are individual
components that participate in an AE. Evolutionary algorithms often perform well
approximating solutions to all types of problems because they ideally do not make
any assumption about the underlying fitness landscape; this generality is shown by
successes in fields as diverse as engineering, art, biology, economics, marketing,



genetics, operations research, robotics, social sciences, physics, politics and chemistry
(wikipedia.org).

2.9- Genetic Algorithm (GA):

A genetic algorithm (GA) is a search heuristic that mimics the process of natural
evolution. This heuristic is routinely used to generate useful solutions to optimization and
search problems. Genetic algorithms belong to the larger class of evolutionary algorithms
(EA), which generate solutions to optimization problems using techniques inspired by
natural evolution, such as inheritance, mutation, selection, and crossover. In a genetic
algorithm, a population of strings (called chromosomes or the genotype of the genome),
which encode candidate solutions (called individuals, creatures, or phenotypes) to an
optimization problem, evolves toward better solutions. The evolution usually starts from
a population of randomly generated individuals and happens in generations. In each
generation, the fitness of every individual in the population is evaluated, multiple
individuals are stochastically selected from the current population (based on their fitness),
and modified to form a new population. The new population is then used in the next
iteration of the algorithm. Genetic algorithms find application in bioinformatics,
phylogenetics, computational science, engineering, economics, chemistry, manufacturing,
mathematics, physics and other fields (wikipedia.org) .



Chapter 3

ARIMA Models
3.1- Introduction :
In a traditional time series forecasting it is supposed that the future value is a linear
combination of historical data. There are different methods for time series forecasting
including:


Autoregressive moving average (ARMA)



Autoregressive integrated moving average (ARIMA)



Exponential smoothing



Extrapolation



Linear prediction



Trend estimation



Growth curve



Topi . (wikipedia.org)

However the most commonly is used model Box-Jenkins ARIMA that has been
successfully applied in economic time series forecasting, as well as being a good tool to
develop empirical model dependencies between successive time between failures, ( Box
& Jenkins,1994).

3.2- Basic concepts:
Before discussing the ARIMA model building approach, some basic concepts of linear
time series analysis, such as stationarity , nonstationarity, seasonality, and a short
reference to the most classical common types of time series forecasting process are
illustrated.



3.2.1- Stationarity:
The basis of time series analysis is stationarity. The time series is said to be stationary if
the mean , the variance and the autocovariance (at various lags) does not change
regardless of what is the point measure, ie it fixed over time.

Figure 3.1: Sample path of a stationary process. Statistics would be constant in time.

More over, the time series {rt } is said to be strictly stationary if the joint distribution of
rt1 ,..., rtk is identical to that of rt1-s ,..., rtk-s for all choice of t1, t2 ,…, tk and all choice of
time lag ( s ) . Where k is an any positive integer and t1,..., tk is a collection of k positive
integers.
In other words, strict stationarity requires that the joint distribution of
rt1 ,..., rtk is constant under time shift. A weaker version of stationarity is often assumed.
A time series {rt } is weakly stationary if both the mean of rt and the covariance between
rt and rt−s are time-invariant, where s is an arbitrary integer. More speciﬁcally, {rt } is
weakly stationary if :
(a) E(rt ) = µ, which is a constant , for all t .
(b) Cov(rt , rt−s) = ãs, which only depends on all time t and lag s .



However in weak stationarity, we suppose that the ﬁrst two moments of rt are ﬁnite. if rt
is strictly stationary and its ﬁrst two moments are ﬁnite, then rt is also weakly stationary,
from the deﬁnitions , but the converse is not true in general. However, if the joint
distributions for the process are all multivariate normal distributions, it can be shown that
the two definitions coincide.

3.2.2- Non-stationary:
A time series exhibits non-stationarity if the underlying generating process does not have
a constant mean and/or a constant variance.
Practical the plotted of time series help us to Judge if one or both conditions exist , as
well as could be sentenced on the non-stationarity by

observing

plotted of

autocorrelations. (Bovas and Ledolter, (2005); Rueys and Tsay; (2002) ).
As an example consider the monthly price of a barrel of crude oil from January 1986
through January 2006. The series displays considerable variation, especially since 2001,
and a stationary model does not seem to be reasonable.

Figure 3.2: monthly price of a barrel of crude oil from January 1986 through January
2006.



3.2.3- Seasonality:
In addition to trend, which has now been provided for, stationary series quite commonly
display seasonal behavior where a certain basic pattern tends to be repeated at regular
seasonal intervals. The seasonal pattern may additionally frequently display constant
change over time as well.
As in figure displays the monthly CO2 levels from January 1994 through December
2004. There is a strong upward trend but also a seasonality that can be seen.

Figure 3.3: monthly CO2 levels from January 1994 through December 2004.

Just as regular differencing was applied to the overall trending series, seasonal
differencing (SD) is applied to seasonal nonstationarity as well. And as autoregressive
and moving average tools are available with the overall series, so too, are they available
for seasonal phenomena using seasonal autoregressive parameters (SAR) and seasonal
moving average parameters (SMA). ( Brockwell and Davis,(1996); Barry, (2002); Cryer
and Chan (2008)).

3.2.4- Autocorrelation Function(ACF) :
The most important tools for study dependence is the sample autocorrelation function.
The correlation coefficient between any two variables random X, Y, which measures the
strength of linear dependence between X, Y, always takes values between -1 and 1.



If we assuming stationarity, and we want to estimate autocorrelation function ñk for a set
of lags K = 1,2, .... The simplest way to do this is to compute the sample correlation
between the pairs k units apart in time. Note that the concept of correlation expanding in
the case of stationary time series to become the autocorrelation function. The correlation
coefficient between Yt and Yt−k is called the lag-k autocorrelation of Yt and denoted by
the symbol ñk, which under the assumption of weak stationary and defined as:
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Since ñk is a correlation, it has the simple properties:
a)

-1 ≤ñk ≤ 1

b)

ñk = ñ-k

c)

ñ0 = 1

3.2.5- Partial Autocorrelation Function (PACF):
The

correlation coefficient between two random variables Yt and Yt-k after

removing the impact of the intervening Yt-1, Yt-2 ,..., Yt-k +1 is called (PACF) at
lag k and denoted by  k k One of the methods of calculation are based on the
account partial regression coefficient
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in the equation:
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calculated from the relationship:
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Linear time series model can be tentatively identified by its Autocorrelation function
(ACF), and Partial Autocorrelation Function (PACF) as follows:


if ñ1 is non-zero, this indicates that the serial is first order serially correlated.



If ñk tails off geometrically with increasing lags, and (PACF) cut off after
certain lag it means that the model is autoregressive process.



If

ñk cut off

after a small number of lags, and (PACF) tails off

geometrically with increasing lags it means that the model is moving-average
process.
A plot of ñk versus lag K is often called a correlogram.
For (ACF and PACF) see ( Box & Jenkins,(1994); Chatfield, (2003); Barry,
(2002); Bovas and Ledolter, (2005); Cryer and Chan, (2008)).

3.2.6- White Noise (WN):
A very important case of a stationary process is called white noise process . If a
time series { rt } is a sequence of independently and identically distributed (iid)
random variables with ﬁnite mean and variance ; we shall sometimes denote this
process as:
wt ~ wn (ìt , ó2w).
Its importance originates

from the fact that many useful processes can be

constructed from white noise. If { rt } is normally distributed with mean zero



and variance ó2 and no serial correlation , then it is said to be Gaussian white
noise or more succinctly, wt ~ iid N(0, ó2w), we usually assume that the white
noise process has mean zero and denote Var (rt) by ó2w .
For a white noise series, all the ACFs are zero. In practice, if all sample ACFs are
close to zero, then the series is a white noise series as in figure 3.2 . ( Brockwell
and Davis,(1996); Rueys and Tsay, (2002); Bovas and

Ledolter; (2005);

Shumway and Stoffer, (2005); Cryer and Chan, (2008))

Figure 3.4: Sample autocorrelation functions of monthly simple and log returns
of IBM stock from January 1926 to December 1997. In each plot, the two horizontal
lines denote two standard-error limits of the sample ACF.

3.2.7- Random walk process:
A random walk process is usually method used in the equity market to describe,
for example, the behaviour of stock prices or exchange rates. This process



continually drifts from any expected value in a specific period of time. In this
approach it is not considered any constant value or constant variance over time.
generally we can Classify two types of random walk process:


random walk without a drift given by :

y t  y t 1  w t (3.4)


(i.e., no constant or intercept term)

random walk with a drift given by :

yt yt1 wt (i.e., a constant term is present):

Figure 3.5 Random walk, áw =1,withdrift á = .2 (upper jagged line), without drift,
á = 0 (lower jagged line), and a straight line with slope .2(dashed line).
Where y0 is a real number denoting the starting value of the process, the constant
á is called the drift parameter.
For t = 1, 2, . . ., with initial condition y0 = 0, wt is white noise, and when á = 0 ,
(3.5) is called a simple random walk, consider that we may rewrite (3.5) as a



cumulative sum of white noise variates as:
t
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              ( 3 . 6 )

The simple random walk process provides a good model (at least to a first
approximation) for phenomena as diverse as the movement of common stock
price, and the position of small particles suspended in a fluid so called Brownian
motion . If a trend in a time series process is completely predictable and not
variable, it is said a deterministic trend, whereas if it is not predictable, it is said a
stochastic trend. (Box & Jenkins,(1994); Brockwell and Davis,(1996); Rueys and
Tsay, (2002); Chatfield, (2003); Shumway and Stoffer, (2005)).

3.2.8- General linear processes:
Yule (1921-1927), claimed that time series can be represented as a linear
combination of a sequence of uncorrelated random variables. Affirmed this, too
Wild (1938), which states that every weakly stationary nondeterministic
stochastic process {rt} can be interpreted as a linear combination (or linear filter)
of a sequence of uncorrelated random variables, however the linear filter
representation is given by:


rt  e t   1e t  1   2 e t  2  



j 0
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e t  j ,
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 (3 .7 )

For our purposes, it suffices to assume that
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  ( 3 .8 )
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note the case where the ø ’s form an exponentially decaying sequence
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where



is a number strictly between −1 and +1 . Then

rt  e t   1 e t 

1

  2  e t  2      ( 3 . 9 )

 e2
 e2
E(rt) =0 , var( rt ) 
, cov( r , rt 1 ) 
,
12
12

c orr (rt , rt 1 )  

,

corr (rt , rt k )   k

For a general linear process (3.7) :


E ( rt )  0, k  cov( rt , rt  k )   e2   i  i  k  k  0 (3.10)
i 0

(Box & Jenkins,1994); Brockwell and Davis,(1996); Chatfield, (2003); Mills and
Markellos, (2003); Cryer and Chan, (2008)).

3.3- Autoregressive process (AR)
A model written on the form

rt  1 rt 1   2 rt  2  ...   p rt  p   t (3 .1 1)
Called autoregressive of order p ,and abbreviated AR(p),
where åt is white noise, i.e.,
• E(åt) = 0
• Var(åt) = ó2 and
• Cov(å t−s , å t) = 0 , if s ≠ 0
The current value of the series rt is a linear combination of the p most recent past
values of itself plus an “innovation” term åt include all that is new in this series
at a time t is not interpreted by the past values. Thus, for every t, we assume that
åt is independent of the rt − 1,rt − 2,rt − 3,...



In general, we say that a variable rt is autoregressive of order p, AR(p), with p 
N , if it is a function of its p past values and can be represented as:
p

rt 





i

rt

 i

 

t ( 3 .1 2 )

i  1

3.4- Moving Average process (MA):
We call a series {rt} a moving average of order q and abbreviate the name to
MA(q), if Written on the form:

rt   t   1  t  1   2  t  2  ...   q  t  q (3 .1 3 )
We consider that in the moving average process , a time series {rt}, is obtained
by applying the weights 1, −è1, −è2, ... , −èq to the variables åt, åt − 1, åt − 2 ,
…, åt-q and then moving the weights and applying them to åt +1, åt, åt − 1, ... ,
åt − q +1 to obtain {rt+1} and so on.
We can write eq (3.14) as The following form:
q

rt  

t



 i  t  i       ( 3 . 1 4 )

i 1

3.5- Autoregressive Moving Average process (ARMA):
Sometimes we need to reach a model for time series analysis more
comprehensive,

more

effective

and

has

fewer

parameters

If we assume that this series is part of the Autoregressive and the other part is the
moving average, we obtain a quite general time series model. In general, if
Suppose that {rt}, t =... -1, 0, 1 ... is an equally spaced weakly stationary or
covariance stationary, time series. There is a famous model of linear models for



time series analysis in the time domain belongs to an autoregressive moving
average is expressed in the form:

rt  1rt 1  2 rt 2  ...   p rt  p   t  1 t 1   2  t  2  ...  q  t q (3.15)
we say that {rt} is a mixed autoregressive moving average process of orders p
and q , respectively ; and known simply as
ARMA(p ,q) . For the general ARMA(p ,q) model, we state that åt, is
independent of rt − 1, rt − 2, rt − 3,…, a stationary solution to Equation (3.16) exists
if and only if all the roots of the AR characteristic equation

 (x) = 0 are outside

the unit circle .
For invertibility we have to assume that the roots of



(x) = 0 are outside the

unit circle. Where {åt} is a sequence of uncorrelated variables, also referred to as
a white noise process, and (  1. ...

 p,  1, ...  q ) are unknown constants or

parameters. The model (3.14) is an ARMA(p,q) model or Box-Jenkins model.
And we can expressed this model as:

(1  1 B   2 B 2  ...   p B P ) rt  (1   1 B   2 B 2  ...   q B q  t (3.16)

where B is the backshift operator, that is BXt = Xt−1.

 (B )  1  1B   2B
 ( B )  1   1B   2 B

2

 ...  

2

 ...  

P
q

B

P

B

q

Any ARMA model can therefore be written as an AR or MA model .
In general, an ARMA (p,q) is a combination of an AR(p), equation (3.12) , and
MA(q)

,

equation

p

rt 

 i rt  i

i 1

(3.14),

and
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q





i 1
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 t  i             ( 3 . 1 7 )



be

written

as:

3.5.1- Seasonal ARMA Models:
Seasonal data may be also modeled. The number of seasonal AR and MA terms
are usually denoted by P and Q respectively. Thus, a general seasonal ARMA
model may be represented as,

 ( B )  ( B ) rt   ( B )  ( B )  t  (3.18 )
Where:

 ( B )  1   1s B

1s

 ( B )  1   1s B

1s

 

B

2s

2s

 

B

2s

2s

 ...  

Ps

B

 ...   q s B

Ps
qs

s = the seasonal span, hence for quarterly data s = 4 and for monthly data
s = 12. In practice, often difficult to estimate the parameters of time-series by
(ARMA) model because the time-series nonstationary but to transformed time
series. It is often the case, that the time series of differences is stationary in spite
of the nonstationarity of the basic process.. Stationary time series can be well
estimated by the ARMA model. That leads to the deﬁnition of the (ARIMA)
model.

3.6- Autoregressive Integrated Moving Average process (ARIMA):
ARIMA is one of the most traditional methods of nonstationary time series
analysis known as the Box-Jenkins methodology, but it is technically known as
the ARIMA methodology , this method does not focus on building models of a
single equation or simultaneous equation models, but on the analysis of a
probabilistic, or stochastic, the properties of economic time series itself under the
principle that "let the data speak for themselves." In contrast to the regression
models, the ARIMA models allows Yt is explained from the past, or lagged
values of Y itself and stochastic error terms. For these reasons, called these


models sometimes theoretical models because they are not derived from any
economic theory - and economic theories often this form basis of simultaneous
equations models. Time series{rt} is classified as an integrated model
Autoregressive moving average if the dth difference:

w t   d rt  (1  B )d rt (3.19)
is a stationary ARMA process , Where  =B-1 is the difference operator. If {Wt}
follows the ARMA (p, q) model, so we say that { rt } is an ARIMA (p, d, q)
process. For practical purposes, we can take is usually d = 1 or 2 at most .
We can write model (3.19) as :

(B )w t  0   (B )t (3.20)
where  (B) is a stationary autoregressive operator,  (B) is a stationary moving
average operator, and {åt } is white noise and è0 , is a constant usually referred to
as a trend parameter.
The model is called “integrated” since rt, can be thought of as the summation
(integration) of the stationary series wt. The previous mentioned models are
Built on assumptions that the time series involved are (weak) stationary.
But, as is well known to us that many economic time series nonstationary, that is,
integrating. If the integration of a time series of order 1, ie, I (1), it's the first
differences are I (0), that is, stationary. Similarly, if a time series is I(2), it’s
second difference is I(0). In general, if a time series is I(d), after differencing it d
times we obtain an I(0) series.
The above is clear that if we needed to the difference time series d times to make
it stationary and then apply the ARMA (p, q) process, we say that the original
time series is ARIMA (p, d, q) process, that is, it is an autoregressive integrated



moving average time series. In the case of the pattern of seasonal time series
ARIMA model is written as follows:

 ( B ) ( B ) d  SD rt   ( B ) ( B ) t  (3.21)
Where :
W

t

  d  SD  rt

is a stationary series.

D
S D
 d      d represents the number of regular differences.  S     

represents the number of seasonal differences required to induce stationarity in rt.
The first step in estimating the ARIMA model is to determine (p,d,q) (P,D,Q),
where p denotes the number of autoregressive terms, q denotes the number of
moving average terms and d denotes the number of times a series must be
differenced to induce stationarity.

P denotes the number of seasonal

autoregressive components, Q denotes the number of seasonal moving average
terms and D denotes the number of seasonal differences required to induce
stationarity. For ( AR, MA, ARMA, and ARIMA) see (Box & Jenkins,1994);
Hamilton (1994); Brockwell and Davis,(1996); Cryer and Chan, (2008)).

3.7- Forecast Generation:
The final model is used to generate predictions about the future values of and
then calculate the forecast errors as developments of new values watch from the
time series and control of these errors in the so-called Control Charts and
developed for the acceptance by a specific error if exceeded prediction error reexamined in the form and returned the cycle again by selecting another candidate
model. (Barry (2002)).



Chapter 4

ARIMA and ANN Results (Case study)
4.1 – Data and some descriptive statistics :
The data used in this study were obtained from publications of the Palestine Stock
Exchange. Founded the Palestine Securities Exchange as a special contribution in 1995
and held its first session of trading in 1997, and adopted this market a number to measure
the level of stock prices and determine the general trend it was known as Al-Quds Index.
The market has shifted in 2007 to a public shareholding company where this has become
a market on a high degree of organization and expertise so we used data from 2007.
The observations are daily time series of Al-Quds Index and are ranged from August 1st
2007 to August 31st 2010, which yields a total of observations is n = 760. Table (4.1)
represents some descriptive statistics of the time series.
We conceder that mean of the time series equal 543.249, Median of the time series is
513.0850, Std. Dev of the time series is 75.6577, sum of the observation is 399871.6, and
Sum Sq. Dev of the time series is 4344590.

Table(4.1) Descriptive statistics of the data
statistics

Pal index
543.2496
513.0850
738.6700
407.3300
75.65777
1.052168
3.020554
399871.6
4344590
760

Mean
Median
Maximum
Minimum
Std. Dev.
Skewness
Kurtosis
Sum
Sum Sq. Dev.
Observations



This time series represents the indices of stock prices. The original data were transformed
using the natural logarithm, in order to reduce the impact of outliers. One of the
advantages of using this transformation is the fixation of variation of the time series, that
allows no loss of important information from the data. Therefore, the time series that will
be used in the analysis in this chapter is the natural logarithm of the Stock price index of
Palestine (LOGPAL).
Figure (4.1) below represents the time series which will be analyzed and indicats that it is
a nonstationary time series. This series varies randomly over time and there is no global
trend or seasonal note. We note here the sharp decline in the stock market at the end of
the year 2008 as it is a period of the world economic crisis which affected all global
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Figure 4.1: Graphical presentations of the time series and it is natural logarithm of the
Stock price index.



The autocorrelation function refer to all values shown are "significantly far from zero",
and the only pattern is a linear decrease with increasing lag the sample PACF is also
indeterminate, and cut-off after the second lag

(figure 4.2). This means that we are

dealing with a typical correlogram of a nonstationary time series.
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Figure 4.2: The correlogram of LOGPAL
We use the first difference of the natural logarithm series of the data in order to obtain
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Stationarity. Figure 4.3 below illustrates the first difference of natural logarithm series.
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Figure 4.3: Graphical display of the 1st differencing of the natural logarithm of the Stock
price index.
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Figure 4.4: The correlogram of Diff(LOGPAL)

By looking at the correlogram of first difference of natural logarithm series in figure (4.4)
we can say it has become stationary. Also we can test the stationarity through the KPSS
test, is due to Kwiatkowski, Phillips, Schmidt and Shin (1992), which has recently
become popular in econometrics, as it is quite efficient and easy to be interpreted. To
illustrate the KPSS test, let x t  , t = 1, 2, …, N, be the observed series for which we
wish to test stationarity. Assume that we can decomposes the series into the sum of a
deterministic trend, a random walk, and a stationary error with the following linear
regression model
xt  rt   t   t

(4.1)

2
where rt is a random walk, i.e., rt  rt 1  u t , and u t is iid N (0,  u ) ; t is a deterministic

trend;  t is a stationary error.



To test in this model if

xt

is a trend stationary process, namely, the series is stationary

2
around a deterministic trend, the null hypothesis will be  u  0 , which means that the
2
intercept is a fixed element, against the alternative of a positive  u . In another

stationarity case, the level stationarity, namely, the series is stationary around a fixed
level, the null hypothesis will be   0 . So that, under the null hypothesis, in the case of
trend stationary, the residuals et (t  1, 2,..., N ) are from the regression of x on an
intercept and time trend, et   t ; whereas in the case of level stationarity, the residuals et
are from a regression of x on intercept only, that is et  x t  x . Let the partial sum
process of the et as
t

S t   j 1e j

,

(4.2)

2
And  be the long-run variance of et , which is defined as

 2  lim N 1E S N2 
.

(4.3)

2
The consistent estimator of  can be constructed from the residuals et by (Newey and

West, 1987)
1
ˆ ( p ) 
N
2

p

N

2
e 

N
t 1
2
t

w
j 1

N
j

( p )  et et  j
t  j 1

,

(4.4)

w (p)
Where p is the truncation lag, j
is an optional weighting function that corresponds

to the choice of a special window, e.g., Bartlett window (Bartlett, 1950)
w j ( p )  1  j ( p  1)

.

Then the KPSS test statistic is given by



N

KPSS  N

2

S

2
t

ˆ 2 ( p )
.

t 1

(4.5)

Under the null hypothesis of level stationary,
1

KPSS   V 1 (r ) 2dr
0

,

(4.6)

Where V 1 (r ) is a standard Brownian bridge: V 1 (r )  B (r )  rB (1) and B (r ) is a
Brownian motion process on r  [0,1] . Under the null hypothesis of trend stationary,
1

KPSS   V 2 (r )2dr
0

,

(4.7)

Where V 2 (r ) is the second level Brownian bridge, given by
1

V 2 (r )  B (r )  (2r  3r 2 )B (1)  (6r  6r 2 )  B (s )ds
0

.

(4.8)

The upper tail critical values of the asymptotic distribution of the KPSS statistic are listed
in Table (4.2), given by Kwiatkowski et al , 1992.

Table (4.2): Upper tail critical values for the KPSS test statistic asymptotic distribution
Upper tail percentiles

Distribution
1

2

 V (r ) dr
0

1

1

2

 V (r ) dr
0

2

0.1

0.05

0.025

0.01

0.347

0.463

0.574

0.739

0.119

0.146

0.176

0.216

KPSS Test for Level Stationarity
Data: diff.logdata
KPSS Level = 0.1608, Truncation lag parameter = 6,
p-value = 0.1



4.2 – The ARIMA (p,d,q) Model Selection:
When we extend the model by allowing the AR polynomial to have one characteristic
root, then the model becomes the ARIMA model. As it was seen, the time series are
nonstationary and this fact implies the necessity to use the first-difference form data.
Now, the time series are integrated of order 1, which means that we will have d=1 in
ARIMA(p,d,q) model for time series. Next we need to decide determine the many
autoregressive (p) and moving average (q) parameters are necessary to give an effective
model of the process. The correlograms given in figure (4.4) enables us to estimate these
parameters. The decision is not easy and in less typical cases requires not only experience
but also a good deal of experimentation with alternative models.

4.2.1 – Fitting ARIMA(p,1,q) for the Stock price index:
For the Diff(LOGPAL) correlogram of the time series, presented in Figure (4.4), it is
possible to note a significant outocorrelation and PAC at lag 1. But, for a mixed ARMA
model, its theoretical ACF and PACF have infinitely many nonzero values, making it
difficult to identify mixed models from the sample ACF and PACF.
There are several graphical tools to facilitate identifying the ARMA orders. Those
include, the corner method (Becuin et al., 1980), the extended autocorrelation (EACF)
method (Tsay and Tiao, 1984), and the smallest canonical correlation method (Tsay and
Tiao, 1985), among others. We applied the (EACF) method for the underlying
differenced time series and the results of different estimates of p and q are given in table
(4.3) below.



Table 4.3: The Theoretical Extended ACF (EACF)
AR/MA
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0
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0
0
0
0
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x
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x
x
x
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For the previous table we can observe that an appropriate models for the series may be
ARIM(0,1,1) , ARIM(1,1,2), ARIM(2,1,2).
Therefore we will estimate parameters for the three models, and diagnose the best model
that may predict future values for the stock prices among these models. The results for
this analysis showed that the best model is the ARIMA (0, 1, 1) or IMA(1,1) as can be
seen table (4.4), since this model has the lowest Akaike Information Criterion, (AIC), and
the Bayesian Information Criterion, (BIC).

Table 4.4: The value for (AIC, AICc, BIC) for different ARIMA models
ARIMA
ARIMA(0,1,1)
ARIMA(2,1,2)
ARIMA(1,1,2)

AIC
-4367.22
-4361.94
-4363.91

AICc
-4367.19
-4361.83
-4363.83

BIC
-4353.32
-4334.15
-4340.75

By using R to estimate the parameters of the best model we got the following results:
IMA(1,1):Coefficients ma1=0.2203 ; intercept = 0e+00 ;
AIC = -4367.22 ; RMSE = 1.357019e-02 .



4.2.2 –Diagnostic testing for the model.
Figure 4.5 shows three of our diagnostic tools in one display. These are a plot of the
standardized residuals, the sample ACF of the residuals, and p-values for the Ljung-Box
test statistic "LB.test" for a whole range of values of K from 2 to 12. The horizontal
dashed line at 5% helps judge the size of the p-values. In these plots, the suggested model
looks to fit the modeling time series very well. Therefore the estimated ARIMA(0,1,1)
model seems to be capturing the dependence structure of the Diff(LOGPAL) time series
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Figure 4.5: Diagnostic Display for the ARIMA(0,1,1) Model of Diff(LOGPAL)



4.2.3 – Results ARIMA (0,1,1) model of fitting to the time series:
Now the ARIMA(0,1,1) model has been fitted to the series of stock price index.
Investigating the results of this fit, resulted that all coefficients are significant and the
diagnostic model suggests that this model is suitable , Let Yt denote the Diff(LOGPAL),
then our tentatively identified ARIMA model is:

Yˆ  0.2203t 1(4.9)
Where

Se = 0.0365 ;

t = 6.03561 .

Using this model for forecasting we get the following results:
From the results in the table(4.5) and figure(4.6) below which illustrate the prediction of
the last ten values of the time series and compare them with last ten actual values with
95% forecast limits we note that the first three values only close to the actual values and
then the rest of the forecast shall revert to the mean of the series, Since the model does
not contain a lot of autocorrelation , the forecasts, quickly settle down to the mean of the
series,the forecast limits contain all of the actual values.

Table 4.5: Forecasting results of ARIMA model for LOGPAL time series
year
2010.162
2010.163
2010.164
2010.165
2010.166
2010.167
2010.168
2010.169
2010.170
2010.171

actual
2.68480
2.68466
2.68345
2.68460
2.68571
2.69127
2.69245
2.68935
2.69182
2.68851



forecast
2.72123
2.68466
2.68356
2.68356
2.68356
2.68356
2.68356
2.68356
2.68356
2.68356

Figure 4.6: actual , forecast and forecast limits for D(LOGPAL index)

4.3 – Fitting the Artificial Neural Network model for the time series:
For fitting ANN model for the time series, as described in chapter (2) we using Matlab
software. In ANN modeling, through some commands and function with input and
output variables have been used.
The Matlab coed has shown in the M-file in Appendix(B ).
These commands forecasts time series with minimum Root Mean Squares Error (RMSE)
which is used as stopping criteria in the network. The RMSE is one kind of generalized
standard deviation methods.
It is used whenever you look for differences between target and the output. It is
determined by the value of the square root of Mean Square Error (MSE). Smaller values
of RMSE indicate higher accuracy in forecasting. The measure of dispersion between the
target and the output is the MSE is given by:

1
M SE 
N

N

 (T

t

Y t ) 2t (4.10)

t 1



where Tt is the actual or targeted output value of the tth iteration and , Yt is the
computed output of the same tth iteration.
MATLAB command’s, used (newff) , to created a feedforward backpropagation network,
this command is defined as :
newff = (Y, [ S1 S2…Sn ], { TF1 TF2…TFn }, BTF, BLF, PF)
where


Y is the underlying time series that should have vertical vector form.



Si is the size of the ith layer, for n layers.



TFi is the transfer function of the ith layer, for n layers. The 'tansig' , transfer
function is used by default.



BTF is the backpropagation network training function.



BLF is the backpropagation weight/bias learning function.



PF is the performance function (grafic). By default the 'mse' is used and it returns
an n layer feed-forward backpropagation network.

The next step In the execution of the commands is the Network initialized, as a function
dependent of the number of lags (lag) and hidden layers (lay), with the subsequent
command. such that, the learning rate parameter, defines this command as: newff =
(PR(1: lag,:), [ lay 1 ], { ' tansig',' purelin' },' trainlm')
where


PR(1: lag,:) define the limits of entire pattern.



[lay 1] define the number of neurons in each layer.



{ ' tansig',' purelin' } are the transfer functions .



' trainlm' is the training function.

The remaining training parameters were defined as follows:





Ratio to increase learning rate ," working to determine the increase of learning
rate speed to the change of the tendency and biases".



Ratio to decrease learning rate, "working to determine the decrease of learning
rate speed to the change of the tendency and biases".



Maximum number of epochs to train, "parameter to stop the training process,
where the network stops training if arrived at the specified number of the epochs".



Performance goal , " to determine the value of the minimal error".

The percentage of observations for training set and for be forecasted and finally the
learning rate are also defined by the user.
Applying ANN, the percentage of observations for training, which must have the
same number of observations, 760, as we have in ARIMA for training is determined,
so we have increased in a series of 85 observations. Thus, we have an input string of
845 observations, 90% for training, and 10% for comparison in the prediction.
The learning rate assumed a continuous learning rate throughout the training. The
performance of the algorithm is very sensitive to the proper setting for the learning
rate. If you have chosen too high learning rate, the algorithm may oscillate and
becomes unstable. If the selected learning rate is very small, the algorithm would take
a long time to converge.
Selection of hidden layers need to experience more than the mathematical technique.
When the number of hidden layers units is small, the correlation of the output and
input cannot be studied well and the errors increase. Moreover, when the number of
hidden layers units is more than adequate, even an unrelated noise can be studied as
well as the correlation of both input and output, and the error increase accordingly.
There are some methods to get the number of hidden layer units, however, there is no
general solution for this problem (Kermanhahi, et al, 2002).



Therefore, we decided to start with one hidden layer and gradually increasing the
number of hidden layers to a fifteen layers.
Attention should be paid to different number of hidden layers, and different numbers
of lags, through MATLAB command’s, using annearly command as follows:
annearly(y, maxlag, nhiden, trset, HPF, lr)
where


y : is underlying time series.



maxlag : is the maximum number of lags that should be entered in the model.



nhiden: is the number of hidden layer units.



trset: match to our 90% of observations for training," this percentage is
determined by what the user sees".



HPF match to our 10% of observations that should be forecasted , " this
Percentage depends on the previous Percentage".



lr : is the learning rate.

4.3.1±Feedforward Backpropagation network for the stock price index:
Starting with one unit in the hidden layer, the ANNEARLY algorithm m-file has been
run considering one and two lags, with different learning rates. Considering the
subsequent results, of running the ANNEARLY M-file ninety times produced ninety
networks. Figure (4.7), shows that there is a minimum error between the original
series (yy) and the forecasted one (yhatopt). Therefore, the residuals are very small,
as seen in the following figure, with the majority of them are close to zero, and falling
in the interval [-0.05, 0.05]. The lowest MinRMSE in each run is showed in table
(4.6) below, under the number of units in the hidden layer. It indicates the lowest
MinRMSE of all ninety runs.



Table 4.6: Lowest MinRMSE results of ANN model for LOGPAL time series.
Maximum
number of Lags
Learning Rate
min RMSE with 1
unit in hidden
layer
min RMSE with 2
unit in hidden
layer
min RMSE with 3
unit in hidden
layer
min RMSE with 4
unit in hidden
layer
min RMSE with 5
unit in hidden
layer
min RMSE with 6
unit in hidden
layer
min RMSE with 7
unit in hidden
layer
min RMSE with 8
unit in hidden
layer
min RMSE with 9
unit in hidden
layer
min RMSE with
10 unit in hidden
layer
min RMSE with
11 unit in hidden
layer
min RMSE with
12 unit in hidden
layer
min RMSE with
13 unit in hidden
layer
min RMSE with
14 unit in hidden
layer
min RMSE with
15 unit in hidden
layer

1

2

0. 1

0.05

0.01

0. 1

0.05

0.01

0.0048999

0.0048377

0.0048393

0.0048898

0.0048144

0.0048184

0.0048430

0.0049081

0.0048445

0.0048520

0.0048541

0.0048050

0.0048391

0.0048999

0.0048328

0.0047974

0.0048387

0.0049706

0.0048631

0.0049598

0.0048252

0.0048296

0.0048543

0.0048309

0.0049630

0.0048591

0.0050220

0.0048318

0.0048600

0.0050568

0.0048317

0.0049145

0.0049927

0.0049382

0.0048344

0.0047996

0.0048379

0.0049323

0.0049090

0.0049891

0.0048439

0.0050574

0.0048436

0.0049507

0.0048816

0.0048598

0.0048510

0.0047872

0.0049133

0.0048771

0.0049465

0.0049808

0.0049155

0.0048474

0.0048672

0.0049598

0.0049819

0.0049341

0.0048357

0.0048683

0.0050351

0.0049652

0.0049798

0.0049436

0.0048076

0.0050568

0.0050365

0.0050227

0.0050327

0.0049468

0.0049208

0.0048968

0.0050344

0.0050183

0.0050445

0.0049024

0.0048902

0.0049127

0.0048610

0.0049866

0.0049257

0.0048862

0.0049989

0.0049317

0.0051196

0.0051333

0.0050858

0.0048203

0.0048622

0.0047682



We can see that:
minimum RMSE of LOGPAL = 0.0047682.
maximum RMSE of LOGPAL = 0.0051333
We may also conclude from the table that the values of the RMSE obtained were very
similar. Taking into consideration the independence of the learning rates, the number of
lags considered and the number of the hidden layers, the value of RMSE does not change
more considerably.

Figure 4.7: Forecasting outputs of LOGPAL (ANN –Matlab)

In spite of getting the lowest Min RMSE when considering the model with fifteen
units in the hidden layer, two lags and the learning rate equal to 0.01
From the previous results we have the best model to predict the time series LOGPAL
using the following parameters:
annearly(LOGPAL, 2, 15, 90, 10, 0.01)



Table 4.7: Forecasting results of ANN model for LOGPAL time series
year

Actual

2010.162
2010.163
2010.164
2010.165
2010.166
2010.167
2010.168
2010.169
2010.170
2010.171

2.68480
2.68466
2.68345
2.68460
2.68571
2.69127
2.69245
2.68935
2.69182
2.68851

ANN
forecast











As well as through the table (4.7) above we can observe that the values of forecasting is
almost applicable to the actual values for LOGPAL time series. Although ANN does not
require that the time series is stationary , as in ARIMA, we decided to implement the
annearly algorithm on the m- file considering
Y = DLOGPAL, that is, the same input time series as it was used in ARIMA.
From the following table we can note that:
minimum RMSE of DLOGPAL = 0.0252908 .
maximum RMSE of DLOGPAL = 0.0275776.



Table 4.8: Lowest MinRMSE results of ANN model for DLOGPAL time series.
Maximum
number of Lags
Learning Rate
min RMSE with
1 unit in hidden
layer
min RMSE with
2 unit in hidden
layer
min RMSE with
3 unit in hidden
layer
min RMSE with
4 unit in hidden
layer
min RMSE with
5 unit in hidden
layer
min RMSE with
6 unit in hidden
layer
min RMSE with
7 unit in hidden
layer
min RMSE with
8 unit in hidden
layer
min RMSE with
9 unit in hidden
layer
min RMSE with
10 unit in hidden
layer
min RMSE with
11 unit in hidden
layer
min RMSE with
12 unit in hidden
layer
min RMSE with
13 unit in hidden
layer
min RMSE with
14 unit in hidden
layer
min RMSE with
15 unit in hidden
layer

1

2

0. 1

0.05

0.01

0. 1

0.05

0.01

0.0254922

0.0254266

0.0254797

0.0256034

0.0254949

0.0257876

0.0254230

0.0254352

0.0255508

0.0255444

0.0255068

0.0254044

0.0254827

0.0255458

0.0254582

0.0256800

0.0259001

0.0255597

0.0254259

0.0254705

0.0256143

0.0258366

0.0254435

0.0261837

0.0257385

0.0253547

0.0256468

0.0263224

0.0259445

0.0255123

0.0257302

0.0253455

0.0253739

0.0264707

0.0257675

0.0262603

0.0257950

0.0256241

0.0260147

0.0261826

0.0263569

0.0263642

0.0256519

0.0255536

0.0253844

0.0263885

0.0275776

0.0270354

0.0254162

0.0259444

0.0257497

0.0259441

0.0267560

0.0264383

0.0255484

0.0257854

0.0253059

0.0265393

0.0259186

0.0269190

0.0254588

0.0258121

0.0259999

0.0266981

0.0267182

0.0260416

0.0254985

0.0257032

0.0256047

0.0262544

0.0269202

0.0260501

0.0259317

0.0259524

0.0262499

0.0261944

0.0265216

0.0271563

0.0254390

0.0255993

0.0253622

0.0267202

0.0272263

0.0269464

0.0253016

0.0252908

0.0263627

0.0258781

0.0263785

0.0264262



Figure 4.8: Forecasting outputs of DLOGPAL trough ANN – in Matlab

From the results in the previous table we note that the value of min RMSE is the
highest in all networks when considering the stationary time series, and the
interpretation of this is clear because when we differencing a time series we lose
some information.We then find out that the accuracy we get between the original
series .
y = DLOGPAL, (yy) and the forecasted one (yhatopt) is much less than it was when
considering y = LOGPAL, and we can confirm this from the Figure 4.8. Therefore,
residues are falling in the largest interval, with some escape tendency.



Table 4.9: Forecasting results of ANN model for DLOGPAL time series
year

actual

2010.162
2010.163
2010.164
2010.165
2010.166
2010.167
2010.168
2010.169
2010.170
2010.171












ANN
forecast











As well as by observing the results in Table (4.9) , we find that the values forecast
when we use differencing the logarithm of original data Significantly different from
the input data.
From all the above we find that the use of the Y = LOGPAL to forecast by neural
networks gives better results than used the Y = DLOGPAL.
Where we found that minRMSE for LOGPAL = 0.0047682 much less than the
minRMSE for DLOGPAL =0.0252908.
The value of RMSE has increased, to nearly 430% compared to the values obtained
when the same network with the original time series is used . This can be seen easily
through comparing the results indicated in tables (4.6) and (4.8).
We have seen from all previous results and figures (4.7) , (4.8) that illustrate the of
accuracy forecasting using neural network design for time series. It shows that there
is a good level of accuracy in forecasting since to series of original data (yy) and
forecasting (yhatopt) are very close. Therefore, the residuals are very small for the
forecasted time series, the majority of the residuals are close to zero, and falling in
a very small interval

[-0.05, 0.05] for figure (4.8).



Moreover, artificial neural networks are affected by the quality and format of historical
data entered. When a time series is differenced there is a loss of some information, then
even using ANN models, the prediction accuracy must be worse. This can be a noticed
when the difference of the logarithm of stock price indexes is considered rather than the
logarithm of the series itself.

4.4 – Comparison between ARIMA and ANN results:
Comparison is made between, the results obtained from applying both ARIMA and ANN
methods

through looking at the results and figures that were mentioned in the

Previously, in particular figures (4.6), (4.7)and (4.8), as well as tables (4.6), (4.7) (4.8)
and (4.9), in addition to the tables (4.10) below.
Table 4.10: RMSE of ANN model and ARIMA model

RMSE

ANN model
0.0047682

ARIMA model
0.0135702

Can be easily note from the preceding table the RMSE of ARIMA model equivalent to
2.58 times RMSE of the ANN model, this means that it is higher by 185% from ANN
model.
Finally We can conclude from the above dissuasion that the results of ANN model are
much better than the ARIMA model results and more efficient.
We can conclude from the above dissuasion that the results of ANN model are much
better than the ARIMA model results and more efficient.



Chapter 5

Conclusions And Recommendations
5.1- Introduction:
In this study we conduct a comparison of forecast accuracy between the traditional
ARIMA model and the artificial neural networks model. The prediction of financial time
series, such as indices, stock prices is a complex process, for several reasons. The most
important reason encountered during this work is the fact that financial time series are
usually very noisy. That is, there is a large amount of random unpredictable noise day
after day. Among the other reasons affect the process of forecasting, is the existence of
different factors, such as interest rates changes, announcement of macroeconomic news
and political events.

5.2 – CONCLUSIONS:
From all the discussion of this study the following conclusions can be drawn:


The ARIMA(0,1,1) model is the best fit for Al-Quds Index among other BoxJenkins models. This was supported by the ACF,AIC,BIC, and RMSE.



The ANN model used backpropagation algorithm with fifteen units in the hidden
layer, two lags and the learning rate equal to 0.01, is the best fit for Al-Quds
Index forecasting,



The use of ARIMA models in forecasting economic and financial data does not
give results with high efficiency, for more than 3 periods.



ANN model can be used more effectively in forecasting of stock price index for
several points.





The ANN model performs very well in economic and financial data, and thus it
makes a great contribution as an efficient tool for investors to precaution against
potential market risks.



The ANN model can also be a useful tool to many enterprises such as ,
commercial companies , banks and insurance companies that need forecasting
stock market indexes in their work .

5.3 – Recommendations:
ANN provides an alternative methodology to ARIMA model for forecasting financial
and economic data which has a limited efficiency in this field. So we recommended
the following:


conduct more research and comparisons to ascertain the extent suitable ARIMA
models in this area.



Recommend that all workers in the economic sphere, should use the artificial
neural networks methods, because of its efficiency in economic forecasting and
hedging against the potential risks to financial markets.



We recommend to take advantage of the high-capacity of artificial neural
networks as a forecasting technique in other fields, such as medical research,
genetics research, industrial research, energy, and military research .



We recommend that Statisticians should adopt ANN approach as a method of
Statistical prediction and forecasting as well as conducting further research on
neural networks to investigate their suitability for use in other statistical
applications .



5.3 – Further work:
For future work, we suggest conducting a comparison between artificial neural
networks and other methods of forecasting, such as the ARCH, and GARCH models
and their applications in economic and financial data.
In this study we have used, backpropagation algorithm for the selection of the best
model of the neural network. We suggest further studies should be conducted using
other types of learning algorithms for prediction such as genetic algorithms or
evolutionary algorithms , simulated annealing, expectation maximization and nonparametric methods. These are some commonly used methods for training neural
networks which should be investigated , to get more accurate results, and to find the
best algorithm in forecasting using ANN models
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Appendix(A)
(R) commands
library(tseries)
library(fSeries)
library(TSA)
library(graphics)
library(graphicsQC)
library(uroot)
library(stats)
library(forecast)
library(histogram)
############### Model Identification #############
>datak7<-read.csv("c:\\Book7.csv",header=TRUE)
> data7=ts((datak7)[,2], start=c(2007,144), frequency=244)
> par(mfrow=c(2,1))
> plot((data7),ylab='Index',xlab='Year',type='l')
> plot(log(data7),ylab='Index',xlab='Year',type='l')
> diff.logdata=diff(log(data7))
> plot((diff.logdata),ylab='diff logIndex',xlab='Year',type='l')
> eacf(diff.logdata)
> acf(diff.logdata)
> pacf(diff.logdata)
> par(mfrow=c(2,1))
> acf(diff.logdata)
> pacf(diff.logdata)
############### Test of stationarity ################
> kpss.test(diff.logdata)
############### Model Fitting ####################
>actual=window(diff.logdata,start=c(2010,162));diff.logdata=window(diff.logdata,end=c
(2010, 161))
> data7.arma = Arima(diff.logdata, order = c(0, 0, 1))
> data7.arma
############### Model Diagnostics ################
>arima.errors(data7.arma)
>residuals(data7.arma)
>accuracy(data7.arma)
>rstandard(data7.arma) ; #need library(TSA)
> mean(rstandard(data7.arma))-2*(sqrt(var(rstandard(data7.arma))))
#1##scatter plot of Standardized Residuals
>win.graph(width=5,height=2,pointsize=5) >plot(rstandard(data7.arma),ylab
='Standardized Residuals', type='p'); >abline(h=0,lty = 2, col = "red")



>abline(h=2.00636,lty = 2, col = "red");abline(h=-2.005966,lty = 2, col = "red")
#2####ACF plot of residuals
>win.graph(width=5,height=2,pointsize=5)
>acf(residuals(data7.arma),ylim=c(0.07,0.07),xlim=c(0,13),ylab="ACF of Residuals")
#3##p-values plot for the Ljung–Box Chi-squared statistics
> z <- 2
while(z<13) {Pvalue=LB.test(data7.arma, lag = z)$p.value
print(Pvalue) z <- z+1 }
>win.graph(width=5,height=2,pointsize=5)
p.value<-c(0.4557418,0.7488211, 0.5477446, 0.596149, 0.7158174,
0.7585472,0.6412159,0.7388442, 0.805962, 0.8685579, 0.8719245)
> lag<-(2:12)
> plot (lag,p.value,ylim=c(0,1),xlim=c(0,13));abline(h=0.05,lty = 2, col = "red")
#Ljung–Box test
>LB.test(data7.arma,lag=11)
############### Forecast Generation ##################
> result=plot(data7.arma,n1=c(2010,150),n.ahead=10,xlab='year'
,type='b',ylab='index',pch=19)
> abline( h=coef(data7.arma)[names(coef(data7.arma))=='intercept'])
> abline(v=2010.66,lty="dashed")
> points(actual,pch = 3, col = "red")
> forecast=result$pred; cbind(actual,forecast)



Appendix(B)
(Matlab) commands
function [RMSE,yL,TRAINEDNET,minRMSE,yf,yfL,yf2]=annearly(y,maxlag,...
nhiden,trset,HPF,lr);
%--------------------------------------------------------------------%This M-file forecasts y with minimum RMSE network.(early stopping)
% Outputs:
% - RMSE , root mean squares error.
% - yL, matrix of y's lags.
% - TRAINEDNET , a NET with minimum mean squares error.
% - minRMSE , minimum of root mean squares error.
% - yf , forecast of y.
% Inputs:
% - y , a time series in vertical vector form.(eg stock prices)
% - maxlag ,maximume lag that should be entered in model.(eg 2)
% - nhiden, number of hidden layer units.(eg 15)
% - trset,percent of observations for trainig set.(eg 90)
% - HPF ,number of priods that should be forecasted.(eg 10)
% - lr , Learning rate.(eg 0.1or 0.05 or 0.01)
%--------------------------------------------------------------------% Building networks with different number of hiden units and input lags.
for lay=1:15
for lag=1:2
PR(1:maxlag,1)=[-1];
PR(1:maxlag,2)=[1];
net(lay,lag)={newff(PR(1:lag,:),[lay 1],{'tansig','purelin'},'trainlm')};
net{lay,lag}.trainParam.lr = 0.01;
net{lay,lag}.trainParam.lr_inc = 1.05;
net{lay,lag}.trainParam.lr_dec = .7;
net{lay,lag}.trainparam.epochs=1000;
net{lay,lag}.trainparam.show=100;
net{lay,lag}.trainparam.goal=1e-5;
end
end
%--------------------------------------------------------------------%defining lags for y
y=y';
[ny,mny,mxy]=premnmx(y);
[nyr,nyc]=size(y);
trset=floor(nyc*trset/100)
for lag=1:maxlag
yL=zeros(lag,nyc);
end
for s1=1:nyc
for s2=1:maxlag



yL(s2,s1)=NaN;
end
end
for lag=1:maxlag
yL(lag,1+lag:nyc)=ny(1:nyc-lag);
end
%--------------------------------------------------------------------%training nets
for lay=1:nhiden
for lag=1:maxlag
%early stopping
val.P=yL(1:lag,trset+1:nyc);
val.T=ny(1,trset+1:nyc);
[TRAINEDNET{lay,lag},tr]=train(net{lay,lag},yL(1:lag,lag+1:trset),ny(1,lag+1:trset)...
,[],[],val);
%RMSE calculation
yhat=sim(TRAINEDNET{lay,lag},yL(1:lag,trset+1:nyc));
rmse=((sum((yhat-ny(1,trset+1:nyc)).^2))/nyc)^.5;
RMSE(lay,lag)=rmse;
RMSEE=RMSE;
minRMSE=min(min(RMSE));
end
end
for lag=1:maxlag
for lay=1:nhiden
if RMSEE(lay,lag)==min(min(RMSE))
optlay=lay
optlag=lag
end
end
end
yfL=yL(1:optlag,:);
%--------------------------------------------------------------------%training again the optimal net with complete set of data.
TRAINEDNET{optlay,optlag}=train(TRAINEDNET{optlay,optlag},yL(1:optlag,:),ny(1,
:))
%H period forecasting
for o=1:HPF
yf=sim(TRAINEDNET{optlay,optlag},yfL(1:optlag,nyc-1:o+nyc-1));
yf=[ny yf];
for flag=1:optlag
yfL(flag,1+flag:nyc+o)=yf(1:o+nyc-flag);
end
end
yf2=sim(TRAINEDNET{optlay,optlag},yL(1:optlag,optlag+1:nyc));
yf=yf';
yf2=yf2';
%converting the data back into unnormalized units.
yf=postmnmx(yf,mny,mxy);



yf2=postmnmx(yf2,mny,mxy);
yhatopt=sim(TRAINEDNET{optlay,optlag},yL(1:optlag,trset+1:nyc));
yy(1:nyc-trset)=ny(trset+1:nyc);
error=(yhatopt./yy-1);
subplot(2,1,1);
plot([1:nyc-trset],yhatopt,'g-' ,[1:nyc-trset],yy,'r-');
legend('yhatopt','yy' ,0);
ylabel('value');
title(['Frecasted by Optimal Net']);
subplot(2,1,2);
plot([1:nyc-trset],error,'b-')
xlabel('Time');
ylabel('Residulas');
title(['Forecast Error for Test Set' ]);
%END





